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Message
from the President

The Chinese Academy of Sciences looks back proudly on 2012
as a year of world-class scientific achievements as well as a year of
organizational reform designed to foster even greater results.
Last year, CAS honed ideas and concepts formulated over the
past two years into an initiative called “Innovation 2020.” At the heart
of this initiative is the goal of transforming CAS into an organization
defined by democratization, openness and reliance on talent. CAS
has achieved broad consensus for this program, which will enhance
research freedom, improve research quality, deploy resources more
efficiently and bring greater benefit to society, while integrating CAS’s
functions as a research institution, higher education organization and
academic society.
CAS enjoyed numerous scientific achievements in 2012. The Daya
Bay Reactor Neutrino Experiment discovered a third type of neutrino
oscillation. Science called this discovery one of the 10 greatest scientific
breakthroughs of the year. CAS scientists also teleported entangled
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photons over a distance of 100 km. Nature called this

technology, creating enterprise revenue

accomplishment “likely a milestone in long-distance

of RMB 302.7 billion and generating tax

quantum communication.” Furthermore, CAS

revenue of RMB 47.8 billion.

achieved significant results in the fields of iron-based
superconductors, topological insulators, the origin of

CAS scientists received numerous

life and evolution, major diseases, new materials, and

honors last year. CAS Member ZHENG

new energy, among other areas.

Zheming received China's highest
science and technology award. In

CAS’s innovative capacity was recognized in

addition, I was greatly honored to be

numerous ways in 2012. The number of high-level

elected President of the Academy of

academic papers, as well as licensed patents and

Sciences for the Developing World

discoveries, all markedly increased. In addition,

(TWAS) . The honor accrues not to me

CAS received the largest number of science and

as an individual, but to CAS as China’s

technology awards among any individual or

science and technology R&D leader

institution in China last year, with 18 second-class

and to China as a rising S&T power.

National Science Awards, representing 44% of all

Nine CAS scientists were also elected

such prizes; seven second-class National Technical

as TWAS Fellows in 2012. In addition,

Discovery Awards; and one first-class and four

60 CAS scientists were newly awarded

second-class National Scientific Progress Awards.

National Outstanding Young Scientist
prizes last year while seven innovation

During 2012, CAS also transferred 8,500 items of
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groups received such prizes.

Three CAS scientists recruited under the Thousand Talents Program
set up research platforms in China that bring together domestic and
international scientific expertise. Furthermore, an additional 172 CAS
scientists were selected for the Thousand Talents Program and 281
individuals were selected for inclusion in CAS's own Hundred Talents
Program. Last year, 12,000 students at CAS-affiliated institutions also
received bachelor or graduate degrees.
CAS fulfilled its role as a think tank during the previous year by
providing extensive high-level recommendations to the Chinese
government and other entities. CAS proposals and studies were
incorporated into the National Strategy for Scientific and Technology
Development 2020. Furthermore, CAS presented its report, Basic
Research and the Development of Strategic Emerging Technologies, to
the State Council. Throughout the year, CAS completed 28 consulting
reports or proposals and received more than 40 important comments
from national decision-makers. In all, both the quality and the influence
of CAS's reports significantly rose during 2012.
CAS continues to build a strong platform for innovation, with 54% of
the Academy's professional staff 35 years old or younger. Building on
our excellent achievements in 2012 and our outstanding talent, we look
forward to even greater success in 2013.

Warmly,

BAI Chunli
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CAS also continued to focus on talent development in 2012.
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Key
Statistical Data

Organization of CAS
CAS comprises 124 units: 104

organizations at the headquarters and

research institutes (including three key

branch levels; and three other units. In

botanical gardens); two universities;

addition, 25 legal entities are affiliated

one technical support organization; one

with CAS units. Among these, CAS

documentation and information center;

has 22 directly invested enterprises in

one publishing house; 12 management

which it holds a stake.

CAS organizational structure
President

(Executive President of the Presidium
of the Academy)

Ad hoc Committees

Committee for Education
Coordination
Committee for Coordination
of Strategic Studies
Committee for Academic
Affairs
Committee for Strategy
Development

Educational
Institutions
Supporting
Organizations
Other Units
Spin-off
companies
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Secretary-General,
Deputy Secretaries-General

Executive Committee
of the Presidium

Research Management

Bureau of Frontier Sciences and Education
Bureau of Major Research and Development
Programs
Bureau of Science & Technology for
Development

Integrated Management

General Ofﬁce
Bureau of Development and Planning
Bureau of Facility Support and Budget
Bureau of Personnel
Bureau of International Cooperation
Bureau of Science Communication
CPC Committee at CAS in the Beijing Area
Bureau of Supervision and Auditing
Bureau of Veteran Cadres
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Special Committees

General Office of Academic Divisions

Research Institutes

Presidium of the Academy
Vice Presidents

Consultation and Evaluation Committee
Scientific Ethics Committee
Academic Works and Publications
Committee
Science Popularization and Education
Committee

Academic Divisions

Division of Mathematics and Physics
Division of Chemistry
Division of Life Sciences and Medical
Sciences
Division of Earth Sciences
Division of Information Technical
Sciences
Division of Technological Sciences

CAS institutions and holding companies

41
Support Organizations: 3
Companies:

Companies: 2

Research Institute: 1

Tianjin

Company: 1
2

'
Company: 1

10

Chongqing

Companies: 3
Research Institute: 1

Company: 1

Companies: 2

Regular Institutional Staff
CAS has 64,700 staffs. Among them are
22,100 female, or 34.1% of the total.
CAS has 52,600 professional personnel,
accounting for 81.3% of the total. This
number does not include postdoctoral or
visiting scholars or guest personnel. Among

Administrative personnel number
5,700, or 8.8% of total CAS staff, with workers
numbering 6,400, or 9.9%.
Among CAS’s regular staff, 34.4% hold a
doctorate and 23.7% have a master’s degree.
Employees 30 years old or younger

CAS’s professional staff, 7,800 (14.8%) are

represent the largest age cohort in CAS, at

full professors; 13,400 (25.5%) are associate

27.5% of all staff. Employees aged 31 to 35

professors or the equivalent; and 19,800 (37.6%) rank second, at 21.4%, followed by those
are middle-level professionals.

aged 46 to 50 (14.4%), and 36 to 40 (12.3%).
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Classification of regular institutional staff
Senior technical professionals
32.8％

30.6％

9.9％

17.9％

8.8％

Mid-level technical professionals
Junior technical professionals
Administrative staff
Workers

Number of regular staff by highest degree or educational level
Degree/educational level

Number

% of Total Staff

Ph.D

22,200

34.3

Master’s degree or equivalent

15,600

24.1

Bachelor’s degree or equivalent

13,200

20.4

Vocational college diploma

5,900

9.1

Vocational high school diploma

1,500

2.3

Other

6,300

9.7

CAS Members
At the end of 2012, CAS had 710 members, including 136 from the Division of
Mathematics and Physics, 123 from the Division of Chemistry, 124 from the Division of Life
Sciences and Medical Sciences, 116 from the Division of Earth Sciences, 82 from the Division of
Information Technical Sciences, and 129 from the Division of Technological Sciences. Of these,
43 were women. In addition, CAS had 64 foreign members.
Division of Technological Sciences
18％
12％

Division of Information Technical Sciences
17％

Division of Chemistry
Division of Life Sciences and Medical Sciences

16％
18％
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Division of Mathematics and Physics

19％

8

Division of Earth Sciences

CAS Members, by academic division and election year
Division
Division of
of
Total Mathematics
and Physics Chemistry
Total 1,194

Division of
Division
Life
of Earth
Sciences
and Medical Sciences
Sciences

213

197

254

211

Division of
Information
Technical
Sciences*

Division of
Technological
Sciences

18

301

1955

172

30

22

60

24

1957

18

6

2

5

3

36
2

51

51

53

64

64

1980

283

1991

210

38

35

34

35

68

1993

59

10

10

11

10

18

1995

59

10

9

12

10

18

1997

58

9

10

12

10

17

1999

55

10

8

11

10

16

2001

56

10

10

12

9

15

2003

58

10

10

11

10

2005

51

8

9

12

7

6

17
9

2007

29

6

6

7

4

1

5

2009

35

6

8

5

5

4

7

2011

51

9

7

9

10

7

9

Note:.Set up in 2004

R&D Activities
Expenditures by research institutes
for scientific research and experimental

years in scientific research and experimental
development activities. This figure represents

development activities continued to increase, an increase of 9.2% over the previous year.
reaching RMB 31.91 billion (including RMB

Scientific research accounted for 59,500

4.44 billion for capital construction related

person-years of effort, an increase of 10.0%

to scientific research). Of this amount,

over 2011. Of this amount, 33,500 person-

expenditures for basic research, applied

years involved institute staff, and 26,000

research, and experimental development

person-years involved visiting staff. An average

accounted for 39.9%, 53.3%, and 6.8%,

of 1.85 person-years of research effort were

respectively.

spent on each research project. The average

In 2012, R&D personnel (including regular research expenditure per staff member was
institute staff and visiting staff, scientific
management personnel, and technical
service personnel) invested 67,600 person-

RMB 346,000.
As of the end of 2012, 32,200 research
projects were underway at 104 CAS institutes,
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3,500 more than the previous year. Of this number, 11,000 projects were started in 2012.
The total expenditure for research projects was RMB 20.584 billion, accounting for 72.5% of
scientific research expenditures, an increase of 4.3 percentage points over the previous year.
The average expenditure per project was RMB 638,900.
At the end of last year, 35,300 research projects were underway in the whole academy;
12,200 of them were initiated in 2012, and the expenditure on research projects was RMB
21.343 billion, an increase of 20.6% over the previous year. In 2012, 66,000 person-years
of staff time were spent on scientific research projects in the whole academy. The time
investment by institute staff increased 11.3% over the previous year.

R&D expenditures by CAS scientific research institutes

350
300

RMB 100 million

250
200
150
100
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2011

2010

2009

2008

2007

2006
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2004

2003

2002
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2000
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0

1998

50

YEAR
Experimental
Development
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Applied
Research

Basic
Research

Comparative annual R&D expenditures
Percent of base year (1997 = 100)
1290.1

1300
1250
1200
1150
1100
1050
1000
950
900
850
800
750
700
650
600
550
500
450
400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50

1104.2

2011 2012

R&D financial and time expenditures 2012

Total
Research Institutes (102)
Educational and Publicly
Supported Institutions

Projects

Research Project
Expenditures (RMB
100 million)

35,274
32,218

213.43
205.84

Regular Staff
36,153
33,456

Temporary Staff
30,463
26,024

3,056

7.59

2,697

4,439

Time Expenditure
(person-years)

Note:Temporary staff comprises graduate students, postdoctoral scholars, and visiting staff from
outside CAS. (Data from the Beijing Advanced Science and Innovation Center and the Technology and
Engineering Center for Space Utilization not included in above figures.)

Research Papers and Patents
Both the quantity and quality of research papers published by CAS personnel have been on
the rise. Data published in 2012 by three major international search tools used to search scientific
papers show that 29,440 research papers with CAS scientific personnel as first author were
catalogued in 2011. Of these, 16,550 papers were catalogued by SCIE (SCI expanded version), 855
more than in 2010; 10,840 papers were catalogued by EI, 337 more than in 2010; and 2,086 papers
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were catalogued by CPCI-S, 2,378 CAS scientific personnel were published in 1,998 domestic
fewer than in 2010.

journals, 2,072 fewer papers than in 2010.

SCIE (CD version) showed

The number of patent applications has also continued

that 29,456 papers with CAS

to increase. CAS units made 11,032 patent applications in

personnel as first author

2012 (including 612 foreign patent applications), an increase

(published during the period

of 16.3% over the previous year. This total includes 9,644

from 2006-2010) were cited in

domestic patent applications for inventions, an increase of

2011, 3,852 more than in 2010.

17.9% over 2011. It also includes 745 utility model patent

The total number of citations in

applications and 31 design patent applications.

2011 was 113,802, an increase of

In total, 5,974 patents were granted in 2012, an

39.7% over the previous year. The increase of 32.1% over the previous year. This figure includes
average number of citations per

99 foreign patents. Among this total, 5,017 domestic

cited paper was 3.86.

invention patents, 826 utility model patents, and 33 design

In 2011, 10,774 papers by

Journal articles

patents were granted.

535.3
565.6

535.0
131.8

157.1

Number of articles

556.1

SCI articles
Catalogued by major international indexes
Published in domestic journals

Source: Center for Information Analysis, Institute of S&T Information of China
Notes: 1. “Catalogued by major international indexes” includes papers catalogued by SCI, EI, and CPCI-S.
2. SCI data for 1997 and 1998 are derived from the SCI CD version. SCI data for 1999 and beyond
are derived from the SCIE (extended) version.
3. In 2012, ISTP changed to CPCI-2.
4. Only papers with CAS personnel as first author are included.
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Publication and citation of research papers
National Total

Year

CAS

Catalogued
Catalogued
Publication
by Major
by Major
in Domestic
International
International
Journals
Indexes
Indexes
(article)
(article)
(article)

SCIE
Paper

SCI Cited
Internationally

article

times

Publication
in Domestic
Journals
(article)

1998

24,038

133,341

5,478

3,277

3,815

7,534

8,593

1999

38,924

162,779

8,249

5,376

4,250

8,582

9,526

2000

41,895

180,848

9,186

6,063

5,219

11,046

10,299

2001

49,817

203,229

10,165

6,725

6,135

13,658

11,022

2002

62,715

240,117

11,740

7,611

7,756

17,624

11,181

2003

80,563

274,438

14,516

8,632

9,772

24,746

12,169

2004

95,774

311,737

15,738

9,500

9,860

24,746

12,790

2005

152,825

355,070

22,257

11,952

15,053

41,934

13,826

2006

171,878

404,858

22,581

12,392

17,620

51,926

13,885

2007

207,865

463,122

24,045

12,423

19,853

62,009

13,872

2008

270,878

470,020

26,569

13,761

23,284

78,600

13,673

2009

280,158

521,327

26,104

14,202

24,995

96,405

13,395

2010

300,923

530,635

30,586

15,695

25,604

81,489

12,846

29,440

16,550

29,456

113,802

10,774

2011
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Number of patent applications and approvals in China
Year

Total

Applications
Utility
Invention
Model

Exterior
Design

Total

Approvals
Utility
Invention
Model

Exterior
Design

1998

1,059

694

346

19

264

76

176

1999

1,127

775

340

12

472

108

360

12
4

2000

1,701

1,218

468

15

802

442

352

8
12

2001

2,010

1,526

477

7

920

455

453

2002

2,523

2,002

502

19

1,001

583

413

5

2003

3,210

2,617

578

15

1,522

1,055

450

17

2004

3,546

2,944

567

35

2,034

1,484

521

29

2005

3,899

3,328

492

79

1,948

1,498

429

21

2006

4,008

3,510

487

11

2,098

1,536

517

45

2007

4,339

3,907

426

6

2,179

1,659

508

12

2008

5,428

4,826

582

20

2,637

2,072

554

11

2009

6,018

5,481

529

8

3,133

2,579

539

15

2010

7,527

6,608

568

21

3,406

2,731

604

13

2011

9,487

8,178

729

52

4,522

3,744

659

46

2012

11,032

9,644

745

31

5,974

5,017

825

33

Number of patent applications and approvals in China
Invention Patent Applications
Approvals

Invention Patent Approvals

11032

9644
11000
10500
10000

5974
5017

2012

Patent applications
Patent approvals

Year

Strategic
Planning

03

CAS is committed to being forward thinking and maximizing the resources of
the academy and the nation as much as possible. Strategic planning and action are
the practical means for achieving these goals. In 2012, CAS accomplished several
tasks in this area, including better understanding the nation’s near-term S&T needs,
improving CAS’s in-house project assessment system, promoting programs that
encourage better use of regional resources, standardizing internal management, and
cooperating with other entities, among others.

Strategic Planning and Development
In 2012, over 200 experts analyzed in depth new S&T development trends
for the next 10 years and our country’s strategic S&T needs during its process of
transformation. Based on this work, CAS produced the report New Trends in S&T
Development and Strategic Choices Approaching 2020, which made suggestions for
national S&T strategy.
CAS also began selection of the academy’s second group of Category A
strategic priority research programs. During the process, CAS emphasized soliciting
independent expert opinion and peer review as key to the five-step selection
procedure. At the end of 2012, six out of eight programs had passed the first
three steps of the selection process. The final two steps – soliciting the opinion of
experts from relevant national organs, and receiving approval from the academy’s
presidential board – were to be undertaken for these six programs in 2013.
CAS also proposed developing regional innovation clusters in the following
eight areas: Beijing; the Yangtze River Delta; the Pearl River Delta; the Northeast;
the Northwest; the upper and middle reaches of the Yangtze River; the Yellow River
basin; and the basin of the Huaihai and Haihe rivers. The clusters would promote
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Domestic and international experts undertake site visit as part of new project assessment
program

both regional and industrial development. As part of this plan, CAS began
construction of an innovation platform in the Tibet region and a modern
agricultural demonstration program.

New Assessment Program Introduced
CAS launched a trial assessment program for research institutes and
large projects as part of a larger effort to create an “performance-oriented” S&T
assessment system. Participants in the trial were: the Academy of Mathematics
and Systems Science; the Guangzhou Institute of Geochemistry; the Institute
of Hydrobiology; and the Changchun Institute of Optics, Fine Mechanics and
Physics. As part of the trial program, 35 experts from both home and abroad
explored various aspects of the assessment process, including assessment
criteria; how project evaluation experts are selected; and how evaluation results
are delivered and used, etc. The trial achieved positive results and laid a solid
foundation for its expansion.

03 2013
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New Management Initiatives
As part of the academy’s effort to strategically improve its management
system, CAS published the guideline Guidelines for Academic Committees of
Research Institutes (trial). It also officially released Guiding Opinions on Further
Standardizing the Development of Unincorporated Units and carried out
research on relevant management rules.

Strategic Partnerships
In 2012, CAS conducted acceptance procedures for the Shanghai
Advanced Research Institute; the Suzhou Institute of Biomedical Engineering
and Technology; and the Tianjin Institute of Industrial Biotechnology. The three
institutes were founded by CAS in partnership, respectively, with Shanghai
Municipality, the Jiangsu provincial government and Suzhou municipal
government, and Tianjin Municipality.

Experts meet on Dec. 18, 2012 to discuss selection of strategic research programs
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Academic
Divisions

16th Congress of the
Chinese Academy of
Sciences
The 16th Congress of the Chinese Academy
of Sciences was held in Beijing from June
11-15, 2012, with 574 CAS members and
16 foreign members attending the biennial
meeting. Speaking at the opening ceremony,
then Chinese President HU Jintao called for
more innovation as the country transforms its
development pattern, restructures its domestic
market and boosts domestic demand. He

with the congress. Its proceedings were
broadcast via live webcast for the first time,
with 64 CAS members delivering reports
online.
In addition, the Foreign Member
Roundtable was held at the same time.
Recipients of the Tan Kah Kee Science Award for
2012 and the first Tan Kah Kee Young Scientist
Award were announced during the roundtable
and newly elected foreign members received
certificates of CAS membership.

Advisory Work

asked top scientists and engineers to focus on
solutions to major global challenges as well as

In 2012, CAS academic divisions began 24

seek ways to overcome China’s development

new consulting projects. They also completed

bottlenecks as the country modernizes. He also

22 projects and delivered the final project

called on them to find and train more promising reports. Several of the reports attracted
strong attention from the central government
younger scientists and provide a favorable
academic environment for their research.

and relevant state sectors and provided

During the congress, CAS elected a new

key support for major strategic decisions. In

presidium to supervise its academic divisions

addition, seven out of 11 proposals written

and members of special academic committees.

by CAS members as part of the series CAS

The 3rd Annual Academic Conference of
CAS’s academic divisions was also held along

04 2013
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Special Reports, along with research studies
conducted by CAS and other think tank

The 3rd Academic Conference of the CAS
Academic Divisions was held during the
16th Congress of the Chinese Academy
of Sciences

experts, were submitted to the State Council

and set up special topic research groups. In

and received much attention from state leaders. addition, they set forth rules for reviewing the
The proposals were fully or partly adopted

final reports of consulting projects.

by the National Development and Reform
Commission, the Ministry of Energy Resources,
the Ministry of Agriculture, and the Ministry of
Science and Technology.
Meanwhile, the academic divisions

Development of
Academic Disciplines
In 2012, the academic divisions signed a

organized consulting trips by CAS members to

long-term cooperation framework agreement

the southern and northern Taishan Mountains

with the National Natural Science Foundation

and to Hainan and Xinyang in order to offer

of China to promote the strategic development

advice on S&T development to local cities. Two

of individual academic disciplines through

joint research and consulting centers were

joint research. As part of this work, the

also launched: the Center for Climate Change

academic divisions began 13 new projects
Research (in cooperation with Peking University), on the strategic development of individual
and the Center for Science and Social Synergy
academic disciplines, for a total of 44 such
Development Research (in cooperation with

projects undertaken during the year. Already,

Tsinghua University).

three reports on strategic development have

In order to standardize its advisory work,

been published, including Astronomy, Reflexive
CAS published the CAS Academic Divisions Guide Chemistry and Biology. In addition, a support
to Consulting Projects (2012), which clarifies all
system for such research has been set up, and
aspects of the system for conducting advisory

research on disciplinary history, disciplinary

work. The academic divisions also established

literature investigation and interdisciplinary

a liaison system for advisory team members

development law has also been carried out.
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Forums, Lectures and
Publications
Through cooperation with relevant state

of the CAS Member Library, which so far has
received materials from about 79 members,
recorded data about 24 members and
generated 4,217 bibliographic entries. The

sectors and local authorities, the academic

academic divisions also continued to improve

divisions organized the Scientific and

the quarterly journal Science and Society, by

Technological Innovation and Strategic Decision establishing fixed sections, including Forum,
Making Forum. They also held two symposiums STS Research, Contending, and Book Review.
– one focused on innovation in contemporary

The academic divisions continued to

China and the other on sustainable development recover and explore historical materials
concerning the modern development
in China.
In 2012, CAS sponsored 14 lectures as

of academic disciplines and collate the

part of its Forum on Frontiers in Science and

results. Last year, they completed the first

Technology lecture series. Topics included:

drafts of Chronicle of Events Concerning the

The Current Status and Future of Big Science

Development of CAS Academic Divisions, 1949-

Astronomy Facilities in China, Development

2010 and Collected Historical Materials on the

of Synthetic Biology, and Cutting-edge

Development of CAS Academic Divisions. In

Laser Research. As part of the series, 172

addition, they published the biographies of

CAS members and experts lectured to large

two CAS academicians, XIE Jialin and KE Jun.

audiences comprising university teachers,
students and researchers from various research
institutes. Most of the lectures were published
in Science China and the Chinese Science
Bulletin in the form of special issues or special

Ethical Issues in
Science
Faced with ethical concerns regarding

sections, and related videos were released on

the election of CAS members, the academic
the academic exchange website of the academic divisions revised numerous rules and codes
divisions. Moreover, three forums on science and of conduct related to the election of new CAS
technology and five Tan Kah Kee Science Award

members, the comportment of candidates for

scientific report meetings were held last year.

CAS membership, and handling complaints

In 2012, the academic divisions compiled
and published the Collected Works of TSIEN
th

related to the election process, etc.
The academic divisions were also active

Hsue-shen in Honor of the 100 Anniversary

in publicity and education activities related

of His Birth, which provided a systematic

to strengthening national science ethics and

introduction to his thought and achievements.

creating an ethical academic atmosphere.

They also continued to promote expansion
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Last year, the academic divisions

published the Code of Conduct
for Responsible Development of
Transgenic Technology. Furthermore,
they organized research on ethical
issues related to the study of stem
cells, and sponsored the 2012
Symposium on Science Ethics, which
focused on the ethical, legal and social
problems of stem cell research.

International
Exchange

CAS President BAI Chunli presents CAS Foreign Member Certificate to
a newly elected CAS foreign member

In 2012, CAS invited all

consulting project undertaken by four academies from

foreign members for the first time

China and the United States. In addition, the academic

to attend the CAS Congress. The

divisions successfully convened an international

foreign members who attended

symposium on synthetic biology featuring scholars

enthusiastically offered advice on

from six academies in China, the United States and the

the development of science and

United Kingdom. Furthermore, the academic divisions

technology in China, as well as the

organized three international visits to national science

work of the Chinese Academy of

academies in South Korea, Sweden, Denmark, Finland,

Sciences and its academic divisions.

Malaysia and Singapore.

In addition, nine foreign members

In 2012, the academic divisions further clarified the

delivered reports at the annual

responsibilities of the Working Group on International

academic meeting of the academic

Cooperation and Foreign Members; increased the

divisions.

number of members in the group; strengthened its

The academic divisions also

investigative work; and finished compiling Investigation

cooperated with numerous foreign

Report on Foreign Members of the Chinese, American,

organizations last year. Together with

British and Indian National Academies of Sciences.

the Royal Academy of Engineering
(UK), the academic divisions published
Energy Storage in the Future: Energy
Storage Technology and Policy in
2012. The academic divisions also
made good progress on a smart grid
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Discovery of a new kind of neutrino transformation
The mixing angle θ13 is one of the 28
parameters in physics. Its precise measurement

Ling’ao NPP.
On March 8, 2012, the first experimental

will open a gateway to a new understanding of

results were announced that theta one-

fundamental physics and may eventually solve

three, expressed as sin2 2 θ13, is equal to 0.092

the riddle of why there is far more ordinary

plus or minus 0.017, which will complete the

matter than antimatter in the universe today.

understanding of the neutrino oscillation and

Led by the Institute of High Energy

pave the way for the future understanding of

Physics, the Daya Bay Neutrino Experiment is

matter-antimatter asymmetry in the universe.

a neutrino-oscillation experiment designed

The results were published online in Physical

to measure the mixing angle θ13 using anti-

Review Letters (http://prl.aps.org/abstract/PRL/

neutrinos produced by the reactors of the

v108/i17/e171803). Science ranked it as one of

Daya Bay Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) and the

the Top Ten Breakthroughs of the Year 2012.

The antineutrino detectors are submerged
in pools of water to shield them from
radioactive decay in the surrounding rock
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Two plasma records achieved in EAST experiments
Based on EAST (Experimental Advanced
Superconducting Tokamak), the first fully

and central plasma density of 2 x 1019m-3. This
broke the world diverted plasma record by an

superconducting tokamak in the world, scientists order of magnitude. At the same time, EAST
at the Institute of Plasma Physics, Hefei Institutes achieved stationary H-mode plasma discharges
of Physical Science, have conducted a wide

of more than 30 s, demonstrating that China

range of experiments on a series of key scientific has become a leading country in the world
and technical issues, such as fine plasma

in steady-state high performance plasma

control, the safe operation of superconducting

research. The achievement was reported to

magnets, effective heating and drive. During the the 24th IAEA Fusion Energy Conference as
experiments, EAST sustained diverted plasma

a keynote speech, and Nuclear Fusion will

for a pulse length of 411 seconds, with a central

publish the results.

electron temperature of more than 20 million °C,

400-second plasma and stationary H-mode operation

Study of isospin symmetry breaking in atomic nuclei
Isospin symmetry is a fundamental concept

among nucleons, it has been deduced that

in nuclear and particle physics. Nuclear states

masses of the 2T+1 members of an isobaric

with the same isospin T and spin-and-parity Jn

multiplet are related by the famous isobaric

are considered to be members of an isobaric

multiplet mass equation (IMME). Recently,

multiplet. Based on the perturbation theory in

the masses of 41Ti, 45Cr, 49Fe and 53Ni were

quantum mechanics and assuming the two-

measured to a precision of 20-40 keV at

body nature for any charge-dependent effects

the Heavy Ion Research Facility at Lanzhou-
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Revolution time spectrum of ions from
isochronous mass measurement taken at
HIRFL-CSR

Cooler Storage Ring (HIRFL-CSR) complex. This

performance improvement for SSRF. In this

allowed researchers to test the validity of IMME

mode, a small amount of beam is injected

for the first time in fp-shell nuclei. They found

into the storage ring to maintain the beam

that IMME breaks down for the A=53, T=3/2

current within a small range (usually within

isospin multiplet. This finding indicates that our

1%), with the photon shutter open and

understanding of isospin symmetry breaking in

no interruption to the experiment. The

nuclei is not complete and may stimulate more

first 288-hour round of top-up operation

precise mass measurements of ground states

was completed, with the stored beam

and isobaric analog states for the A ≥ 40 neutron-

maintained at 200 ± 0.5 mA. Machine

deficient nuclei. This research was published in

availability reached 99.5%. In top-up mode,

Physical Review Letters 109, 102501 (2012).

206 users from 47 different institutions

SSRF achieves performance
milestone
Since December 2012, the Shanghai

and universities conducted a total of 86
experiments.
In 2012, eight papers were published
in Nature and Science covering structural

Synchrotron Radiation Facility (SSRF) has

biology, condensed matter physics, and

operated in top-up mode for user experiments.

other subjects, based on experiments

This represents a milestone in facility

completed at SSRF.

SSRF operation status
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Proof of Multiplicity One Conjecture for
classical groups
Multiplicity One Theorems for Bessel models have
been expected since the 1980s due to work by Bernstein
and Rallis. As their complements, Multiplicity One
Theorems for Fourier-Jacobi models have been expected
since the 1990s due to work by Prasad. In the p-adic
case, Multiplicity One Theorems for Bessel models were
proved by Aizenbud-Gourevitch-Rallis-Schiffmann in
2007 and Multiplicity One Theorems for Fourier-Jacobi
models were proved by SUN Binyong in 2009. The results
appear in Annals of Mathematics 175, 23 (2012), and The
American Journal of Mathematics 134, 1655 (2012).

New progress in highpressure studies of iron-based
superconductors
A finding of pressure-induced
reemergence of superconductivity in a new
type of iron-based superconductor has
been reported in Nature 483, 67 (2012). The
research team lead by ZHAO Zhongxian and
Pressure dependence of superconducting transition
temperature (Tc) for iron selenide superconductors,

SUN Liling from the National Laboratory for
Superconductivity of the Institute of Physics

showing two superconducting phase regimes under

systematically investigated this type of

pressure

superconductor using a house-built system
integrating high pressure, low temperature

and magnetic field, in collaboration with their partners. They found that high pressure could
trigger reemergence of superconductivity in iron selenide superconductors after eliminating
the initial superconductivity through in situ high-pressure resistance and AC susceptibility
measurements. The superconducting transition temperature of the secondary superconducting
phase is as high as 48 K, setting a new record for iron selenide superconductors. High-pressure
X-ray diffraction measurements performed at the Shanghai Synchrotron Radiation Facility and
APS indicate that the basic crystal structure of the tetragonal phase in all the materials studies
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is preserved throughout the pressure range

of Theoretical Physics have shown that PSS

investigated. The results imply that there exists

in single particle resonant states in nuclei is

a novel microphysical mechanism behind the

conserved when the attractive scalar and

reemergence of superconducting behavior,

repulsive vector potentials have the same

which may shed new insight on the underlying magnitude but opposite sign. The exact
superconducting mechanism. Moreover, the

conservation and the breaking of PSS are

researchers proposed that the reemergence

illustrated for single particle resonances in

of superconductivity might be driven by a

spherical square-well and Woods-Saxon

quantum criticality. The corresponding work

potentials. The research was published in

was published in Physical Review Letters 108,

Physical Review Letters 109, 072501 (2012).

197001 (2012).

New progress in the study of
pseudospin symmetry in single
particle resonant states
The concept of pseudospin is often
introduced to reveal the dynamic nature of
quantum systems. Pseudospin symmetry (PSS)
was found in atomic nuclei in the 1960s and
revealed as a relativistic symmetry connected
with the small component of the Dirac spinor
in the 1990s. PSS in single particle bound states
has been studied extensively. By examining the
zeros of Jost functions corresponding to the
small components of Dirac wave functions and
phase shifts of continuum states, researchers
from the nuclear theory group at the Institute

China makes contribution to new
recommended optical frequency
standard
A research group led by Prof. GAO
Kelin of the Wuhan Institute of Physics and
Mathematics (WIPM) has developed an optical
frequency standard system based on a single
trapped Ca+ ion. The absolute frequency
of the clock transition was measured with
a fractional uncertainty of 3.9 x 10-15 and
the fractional systematic uncertainty was
evaluated to the 10-16 level. The results were
published in Physical Review A 85, 030503
(2012). CAS held an achievement appraisal
conference concerning the Ca+ ion optical
frequency standard in May 2012. At the
conference, Prof. LI Tianchu (member of CAE)
approved the finding that WIPM’s Ca+ ion
optical frequency standard is the first optical
frequency standard in China. The research
group submitted the measurement data to
Exact conservation and breaking of pseudospin
symmetry in single particle resonant states
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Three components of the Ca+ ion optical frequency standard:
a) ion trapping system; b) ultra-narrow line width probe laser
system; c) femtosecond optical frequency comb system

the 19th meeting of the Consultative Committee of Time and Frequency (CCTF) organized
by the International Bureau of Weights and Measures (BIPM) in Sept. 2012. The meeting
accepted the measurement data and modified the recommended value of the 40Ca+ clock
transition frequency. This is the first contribution made by Chinese scientists to modify the
recommended frequency value of an optical frequency standard in the past two decades.

Quantum leap in scalable quantum information processing
By developing new ultrabright sources of entangled photonic pairs and designing
an eight-photon interferometer, PAN Jianwei’s group at the University of Science and
Technology of China has demonstrated, for the first time, the creation of an eight-photon
Schrödinger cat state with genuine multipartite entanglement, which sets a new world
record. See Nature Photonics 6, 225 (2012).
Afterwards, the researchers reported experimental realization of topological error
correction with eight-photon cluster states. The result demonstrates for the first time the
viability of topological error correction for fault-tolerant quantum information processing
and was published in Nature 482, 489-494 (2012).
In the meantime, they developed high-precision time synchronization technology as
well as high-accuracy light acquisition, tracking and pointing technology in collaboration
with other CAS partners.
In addition, the researchers also teleported independent qubits over a 97-km link
through a free-space channel with multiphoton entanglement, and realized 101.8-km
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Schematic diagram of
free-space quantum
teleportation

entanglement distribution over a two-link channel, both above picturesque Qinghai Lake
in western China. These ground-based experiments provide a solid basis for proving the
feasibility of a global quantum communication network based on quantum satellites. The
results were published in Nature 488, 185-188 (2012) as a cover story.
The abovementioned breakthroughs were also reported widely by Science, New
Scientist, Scientific American, Physics World and the PhysOrg website, etc.

Explaining fast ejections of plasma and exotic X-ray emission from
the solar corona
As the main drivers of space weather near Earth, coronal mass ejections (CMEs) on
the Sun are fundamentally important for space science and there is still no consensus as

The solar magnetic field displays
globally simple characteristics (colorful
curves), and locally complex and highly
changing features (bright sigmoid at
the center of the configuration and in
the lower left inset)
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to what causes them. Researchers headed by Prof. Ilia I. Roussev, recipient of a CAS
Visiting Professorship for Senior International Scientists, and Prof. LIN Jun of the Yunnan
Astronomical Observatory presented a cutting-edge computer simulation that captures
the fundamental connection between the emergence of magnetic flux into the solar
atmosphere and the occurrence of solar eruptions. “By studying CMEs, we learn not only
about the drivers of space weather, but also about the structure of the atmosphere of
the Sun and the Sun-like stars, as well as about complex plasma phenomena in nature,”
Prof. Roussev said. The paper was published and highlighted in Nature Physics 8, 845849 (2012).

New facet of the Sun
Using the New Solar Telescope (NST) at Big Bear Solar Observatory (BBSO) in
the USA and a 1083-nm narrow band filter newly made at the Nanjing Institute
of Astronomical and Optics Technology, scientists from the Purple Mountain
Observatory and BBSO have for the first time obtained high-resolution helium I
1083-nm filtergrams of the Sun. They reveal a new facet of the Sun: ultrafine loops
scattered on its surface, which are connected to higher-lying, hot loops. These
narrow loops and their wider cousins may help to determine how temperatures rise
throughout the solar corona.
http://iopscience.iop.org/2041-8205/750/1/L25/pdf/apjl_750_1_25.pdf

A sample image of one of the Sun’s active regions
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NTSC timekeeping achieves international advanced level
The timekeeping work of the National Time Service Center (NTSC) made a breakthrough
in 2012. The technical parameters it has achieved rank in the forefront of all global timekeeping
laboratories. The difference between China Standard Time UTC (NTSC) and International Standard
Time UTC has been controlled within ±20 ns, that is, |UTC-UTC (NTSC)| ≤ 20 ns, far better than the
±100 ns requirement of the International Telecommunications Union (ITU), thus achieving an
international advanced level. The middle
and long stabilities of the independent
local atomic time scale, TA (NTSC), are
ranked third to fourth among 72 world
timekeeping laboratories. NTSC contributed
6.3% of clock weights for the computation
of International Atomic Time (TAI), ranking
it fourth in the world, thus making a
significant contribution to the realization
and maintenance of the international
Timekeeping system of NTSC

atomic time scale.

JF12 hypersonic shock tunnel
achieves advanced world level
Prof. JIANG Zonglin and CAS Member
Prof. YU Hongru from the CAS Institute of
Mechanics, along with their team, have
developed the largest hypersonic shock
tunnel in the world. The shock tunnel is
based on the detonation-driven method
proposed in China and incorporates

Hypersonic shock tunnel

a series of innovative techniques for
prolonging shock tunnel test duration, such as the tailored interface condition for a detonationdriven shock tunnel, wave-reflection damping during the nozzle starting process, shock/
boundary layer interaction control near the end of the driven section, and a backward-running
detonation driver with high-pressure performance. The shock tunnel is about 265 m in length
with a nozzle exit diameter of 2.5 m. It can reproduce airflows of Mach 5~9 at an altitude of
25~50 km with a test time of 100 milliseconds. In terms of performance, it ranks first among the
most advanced hypersonic test facilities in the world. The shock tunnel will be a unique means
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to support research on national mid- and long-term projects and fundamental issues in high
temperature gas dynamics.

Development of lithium-sulfur batteries
A group led by Prof. GUO Yuguo and Prof. WAN Lijun from the CAS Key Laboratory of
Molecular Nanostructure and Nanotechnology of the Institute of Chemistry made great
progress in developing high-performance sulfur cathode materials for Li-S batteries. They
successfully realized the metastable sulfur allotropes S2-4 by confining them in conductive
carbon micropores. These confined small S2-4 molecules exhibit high Li electroactivity and can
essentially solve the critical problem of polysulfide dissolution in conventional Li-S batteries.
The results were published in the Journal of the American Chemical Society 134, 18510-18513
(2012), and highlighted by Chemical & Engineering News in an article entitled “High-Energy
Battery Built to Last” (http://cen.acs.org/articles/90/web/2012/11/High-Energy-Battery-BuiltLast.html).

Schematic illustration of smaller sulfur molecules for better lithium−sulfur batteries

Progress in colon cancer detection using novel fluorescence
technique
Water-soluble conjugated polymers (CPs)

Reviews 112, 4687-4735 (2012). Recently, in

provide a unique platform for early diagnosis

cooperation with the PLA General Hospital, the

of major diseases in view of their good light-

group used cationic CP-based fluorescence

harvesting ability and fluorescent signal

resonance energy transfer to quantitatively

amplification capacity. In recent years, WANG

analyze DNA methylation levels of seven

Shu’s group at the Institute of Chemistry has

colon cancer-related genes. Through stepwise

achieved a series of important research results

discriminant analysis and cumulative detection

in this field. This work was published in Chemical

of methylation alterations, the researchers
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achieved high accuracy and
sensitivity for colon cancer
detection in comparison
with single-methylation
analysis. These results
were published in Nature
Communications 3, 1206
(2012).

Schematic illustration of the
conjugated polymer-based FRET
technique for DNA methylation
detection

High performance polyimide films developed
Prof. YANG Shiyong of the Institute of

The films have been used as electronic

Chemistry led a team including researchers from packaging materials, flexible circuit board
the Shenzhen Rayitek Company to develop

substrates and electrical insulation materials.

high performance polyimide films. The team

The team has also developed colorless,

also developed a polyimide film production

transparent polyimide films with an optical

line with a capacity of 350 tons per year. These

transparency > 90% in the visible light region.

high performance polyimide films possess

Experts consider these films highly suitable

outstanding mechanical, electrical and chemical

for flexible displays and flexible solar-cell

properties under high-temperature conditions.

substrates.

High performance polyimide films
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Lanthanide ion-doped ultrasmall oxide luminescent nano-biolabels
Research groups lead by Professors CHEN Xueyuan and HUANG Mingdong at the Fujian
Institute of Research on the Structure of Matter have developed a new inorganic oxide bioprobe
based on sub-5-nm amine-functionalized ZrO2:Ln3+ nanoparticles (NPs). By utilizing the long-lived
luminescence of Ln3+, they have demonstrated for the first time its application as a sensitive timeresolved (TR)-FRET bioprobe to detect avidin, with a record low detection limit of 3.0 nm. More
importantly, they have also shown its specific recognition capability for cancer cells overexpressed
with urokinase plasminogen activator receptor (uPAR, an important marker of tumor biology and
metastasis). These findings may open up new avenues for the exploration of Ln3+-doped oxidebased NPs in versatile bioapplications. Results of this study were published in the Journal of the
American Chemical Society 134, 15083 (2012). They were also featured in JACS Spotlights. This
research was highly praised by Chemical & Engineering News under the headline, “Tiny, Brightly
Glowing Nanoparticles Could Detect Disease Biomarkers.”

Lanthanide ion-doped ultrasmall ZrO2 nanoparticles for targeted cancer cell imaging

R&D breakthrough: Industrialization of gallium nitride (GaN) wafers
GaN wafers are key to the development of the third-generation semiconductor industry.
The potential market for GaN-based devices widely used in energy-saving lighting, panel
displays, laser projection displays, and smart grids, etc. is estimated at over 1 trillion U.S. dollars.
A team led by Prof. KE Xu of the Suzhou Institute of Nano-Tech and Nano-Bionics (SINANO)
made a major breakthrough in the R&D and industrialization of GaN wafers by developing
manufacturing equipment and processes that made it possible to produce GaN wafers in bulk. A
spin-off company, Nanowin, was subsequently established to produce GaN wafers. It is the first
company in China and the seventh in the world to mass produce high quality GaN wafers. At first,
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the dislocation density of Nanowin’s 2-inch
GaN templates was less than 5 x 107 cm-2;
for freestanding GaN substrates, it was less
than 5 x 106 cm-2. In 2012, Nanowin lowered
the dislocation density further to 1 x 104
cm-2. Nanowin is now one of the world’s
top three companies for producing high
quality GaN wafers. Nanowin’s products
have been used and approved by famous
companies in Europe, the USA and Japan.

On the left is a 2-inch freestanding GaN wafer separated
from the sapphire substrate on the right

Bioinspired hydroxyl-rich membrane resists proton penetration
The glycolipids abundant in the cell membrane constitute a hydroxyl (OH)-rich sugar coating
outside the acid-tolerant single-celled microorganism – the acidophilic archaea. A team led by
Prof. MA Hongwei, from the Suzhou Institute of Nano-Tech and Nano-Bionics (SINANO), designed
a biomimetic membrane to study the role of sugar coating in proton defenses. In this work, a
surface-tethered OH-rich polymer – poly(oligo(ethylene glycol) methacrylate) (poly(OEGMA)) –
was synthesized as a mimic of the sugar coating on the surface of acidophilic archaea. Using an
acid-sensitive self-assembled monolayer as a probe, this OH-rich poly(OEGMA) membrane was
shown to raise pH from 1.0 to > 5.0, which is strong evidence for the sugar coating’s effect on
proton resistance and pinpoints the effective site at OH groups. This bioinspired proton shelter
was also fine-tuned by means of block- and copolymerization. Research results were published in
Scientific Reports 2, 892 (2012).

The hydroxyl-rich polymer film raises local pH from 1.0 to > 5.0, which suggests that sugar coating in
acidophilic archaea acts as a proton shelter
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Advances in new micro/nanofabrication techniques
Large-area fabrication and high cost have restricted the application of micro/nanostructures,
making it important to develop new micro/nanofabrication techniques that overcome these
problems. Recently, fabrication based on wrinkle structures, which enables large-area realization
with low cost, has received much attention. However, poor order degree, avoidable defects, and
an inability to adjust period/amplitude and design patterns have made it difficult for wrinkling
to become a reliable micro/nanofabrication method. The research group led by Prof. LIU Qian at
the National Center for Nanoscience and Technology has developed a novel way to overcome
these obstacles. For the first time, high depth-width structures and pattern alignment have
been realized by laser path-guided wrinkling of nanoscale metal films, providing a new micro/
nanofabrication method. The research results were published as a back-cover paper in Advanced
Materials 24, 3010 (2012).

Fabrication of guided wrinkle patterns: a) schematic illustration of LDW for making GPs in an Au/PS bilayer;
b) guided wrinkling along GPs upon heating; c) – j) AFM images of various surface microstructures; c) parallel
line wrinkles; d) tilted and side views of the wrinkles in c), showing the highly uniform and periodic pattern; d)
concentric circular wrinkles; f) and g) hexagonal and tetragonal arrays of wrinkle-dots, respectively; h) complex
wrinkle pattern composed of dots and lines. Insets in c) and f) – h) are the corresponding FFT spectra; i) wrinkle
pattern composed of orthogonally aligned lines and dots; j) egg-crate structure; k) section analysis of the wrinkles
along the green line in i)
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Life Sciences and Biotechnology
Generation of genetically modified mice by oocyte
injection of androgenetic haploid
embryonic stem cells
Researchers led by Profs. LI Jinsong and XU

into MII oocytes. Importantly, this oocyte-

Guoliang at the Institute of Biochemistry and

injection procedure can also generate

Cell Biology, Shanghai Institutes for Biological

viable transgenic mice from genetically

Sciences (SIBS), and Profs. ZHOU Qi and ZHAO

engineered AG-haESCs. These findings were

Xiaoyang from the Institute of Zoology, succeeded

published in Cell and Nature.
http://www.sciencedirect.com/

in deriving mouse pluripotent androgenetic
haploid embryonic stem cells (AG-haESCs) from

science/article/pii/S0092867412004217
http://www.nature.com/nature/

androgenetic blastocysts. They demonstrated that
these cells, partially maintaining paternal imprints,

journal/vaop/ncurrent/full/nature11435.

can generate viable, fertile mice after injection

html

Diagram showing the generation of AG-haESCs (top) and “fertilization”
of oocytes with AG-haESCs (bottom)
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New study maps rice genome variation and reveals origin of cultivated rice
Researchers generated genome sequences from 446 geographically diverse accessions
of the wild rice species Oryza rufipogon. Researchers identified 55 selective sweeps that have
occurred during domestication and found that cultivated rice was first domesticated in southern
China. The study provides an important resource for rice breeding and an effective genomics
approach for crop domestication research.
This work was conducted by researchers led by Prof. HAN Bin from the Institute of Plant
Physiology and Ecology, Shanghai Institutes for Biological Sciences, in cooperation with
scientists from the National Institute
of Genetics of Japan, the China
National Rice Research Institute,
and the Institute of Genetics and
Developmental Biology, CAS.
The study entitled “A map of rice
genome variation reveals the origin of
cultivated rice” was published online in
Nature.
http://www.nature.com/
nature/journal/vaop/ncurrent/full/
nature11532.html
Genetic and geographic origins of rice
domestication

A Xanthomonas uridine 5’-monophosphate transferase inhibits plant
immune system kinases
Like humans, plants are protected by an innate immune system, but are still infected by
pathogenic microbes such as the Xanthomonas campestris pathovar campestris bacterium
that causes black rot diseases on cabbage. How phytopathogens overcome host immunity
remains largely unknown. In researching plant immunity, scientists from the CAS Institute of
Genetics and Developmental Biology and Hainan University discovered that the Xanthomonas
campestris bacterium injects a protein called AvrAC into the host cell to subvert host immunity.
Once inside the plant cell, AvrAC attacks an important immune protein called BIK1 that normally
helps plants to detect the presence of the pathogen and activate defenses. AvrAC adds uridine
monophosphate (UMP) to specific amino acid residues required for BIK1 to turn on immune
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a) Mass spectrometry analysis uncovers
UMP-modifications in the BIK1 protein
by AvrAC; b) Inhibition of a plant immune
response by AvrAC

accomplishment. Genome annotation
yielded 34,727 protein-coding
genes, of which, 97.4% (33,840) were
accurately positioned on the 12 tomato
chromosomes. Genome comparison
revealed that the Solanum lineage has
experienced two consecutive genome
triplications. These triplications set the
stage for the neofunctionalization of
responses. The addition of UMP effectively

genes controlling fruit characteristics, such

inhibits BIK1 and turns off the plant’s immune

as color and fleshiness. The corresponding

system. The study was published online in

findings were published as a cover story in

Nature. http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/

Nature 485, 635–641.

v485/n7396/full/nature10962.html.

Tomato genome sequence
provides insights into fleshy fruit
evolution
After a 9-year effort by more than 300
scientists from 14 countries, the genome
sequences of the domesticated tomato and its
closest wild relative, Solanum pimpinellifolium,
were decoded. More than 60 Chinese scientists
led by the CAS Institute of Genetics and
Developmental Biology and the Institute of
Vegetables and Flowers, Chinese Academy
of Agricultural Sciences, were involved in this
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Role of fibroblast growth
factor 13 in brain development
identified
A research group led by Dr. ZHANG
Xu from the Institute of Neuroscience, the
Shanghai Institutes for Biological Sciences,
discovered that FGF13 acts intracellularly as
a microtubule-stabilizing protein required
for axon/leading process development and
neuronal migration in the cerebral cortex,
and FGF13-deficient mice display severe
impairment of learning and memory. They
found that the splicing isoform FGF13B was

enriched in axonal growth cones and interacts
directly with microtubules. FGF13B was
found to polymerize tubulins and stabilize
microtubules. The loss of FGF13B impaired the
transition of cortical neurons from multipolar
to bipolar morphology and increased the
branching of axons and leading processes,
leading to a delayed radial migration in the
cerebral cortex. Genetic deletion of FGF13
in mice resulted in lamination defects in
both the neocortex and hippocampus, and
these mice displayed weakened learning
and memory, which is correlated to XLMR
patients’ intellectual disability. The research
was published in Cell 149, 1549 -1564 (2012).

Immunostaining shows that FGF13 (in green) is associated
with microtubules (in red) in the growth cone of the cultured
hippocampal neuron. Scale bar: 5 μm

Progress on active DNA demethylation regulation in plant research
Active DNA demethylation is an important part of epigenetic regulation in plants and
animals. It is unclear how active DNA demethylation is regulated and what its relationship is to
histone modification patterns. A research group led by Dr. ZHU Jiankang from the Shanghai
Center for Plant Stress Biology, Shanghai Institutes for Biological Sciences, discovered IDM1,
a regulator of DNA demethylation in Arabidopsis. IDM1 is required for preventing DNA
hypermethylation of highly homologous multicopy genes and other repetitive sequences

a) effects of IDM1 on
RD29A-LUC and 35S-NPTII
reporter genes as indicated
by luciferase activity and
kanamycin resistance of
IDM1 mutants harboring the
reporters; b) working model
of IDM1 function in DNA
demethylation
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that are normally targeted for active DNA

TAB2, TAB3 and IKK-α, and consequently

demethylation by Repressor of Silencing 1 and

represses autoimmune inflammation. Thus, IL-

related 5-methylcytosine DNA glycosylases.

17 contributes to autoimmune pathogenesis

IDM1 binds methylated DNA at chromatin sites

by suppressing miR-23b expression in radio-

lacking histone H3K4 di- or trimethylation and

resident cells and promoting proinflammatory

acetylates H3 to create a chromatin environment cytokine expression.
that allows 5-methylcytosine DNA glycosylases

This article, entitled “The microRNA miR-

to function. This study identifies a new player

23b suppresses IL-17-associated autoimmune

in active DNA demethylation and reveals a

inflammation by targeting TAB2, TAB3 and

novel mechanism that contributes to the

IKK-α,” was published online in Nature Medicine

interplay between DNA methylation and histone 18, 1077–1086 (2012).
modifications. This work was published online in
Science in June 2012. (http://www.sciencemag.
org/content/336/6087/1445.full)

Studies reveal IL-17critically
controls autoimmune diseases
through a microRNA
Researchers led by Drs. QIAN Youcun and

Sequence recall in visual cortical
neuronal ensemble
A research group led by Prof. POO Muming from the Institute of Neuroscience,
Shanghai Institutes for Biological Sciences,
and guest investigator Prof. DAN Yang
from UC Berkeley showed recall of a simple

SHEN Nan from the Institute of Health Sciences,

motion sequence in the visual cortex of

Shanghai Institutes for Biological Sciences, and

both anesthetized and awake rats. After

Shanghai Jiaotong University revealed that miR-

repeated stimulation with a moving spot

23b suppresses IL-17-associated autoimmune

(conditioning) that evoked sequential firing of

inflammation and is an important target for

an ensemble of neurons in the primary visual

autoimmune diseases. They found that miR-

cortex (V1), a brief flash at the starting point

23b is downregulated in inflammatory lesions

of the motion path (test cue) evoked more

of humans suffering from systemic lupus or

sequential firing similar to that evoked by the

rheumatoid arthritis and of mouse models. They

moving spot. In awake animals, such recall

further found IL-17 downregulates miR-23b

was observed during a synchronized ("quiet

expression in human fibroblast-like synoviocytes wakeful") brain state with large-amplitude,
and mouse primary kidney cell astrocytes, and
low-frequency cortical local field potential
this downregulation is crucial for autoimmune

(LFP), but not in a desynchronized ("active")
pathogenesis. In turn, miR-23b suppresses IL-17−, state with low-amplitude, high-frequency LFP.
TNF-α− or IL-1β–induced NF-κB activation and
Such conditioning-enhanced, cue-evoked
inflammatory cytokine expression by targeting
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sequential spiking of a V1 neuronal ensemble

After conditioning, a brief flash at S evoked more sequential firing similar to that evoked by the
moving spot

may contribute to recall of a learned motion sequence and experience-based
perceptual inference in a brain state-dependent manner. The research was
published in Nature Neuroscience 15, 449-455 (2012).

Suppressing limbic epileptogenesis – the negative
regulatory mechanisms of limbic epilepsy
A research team led by Dr. XIONG Zhiqi from the Institute of Neuroscience,
Shanghai Institutes for Biological Sciences, found that limbic epileptogenesis
was inhibited by intracerebral infusion of recombinant Neuregulin 1, but
markedly exacerbated by scavenging endogenous Neuregulin 1 with soluble
ErbB4 extracellular domain (ecto-ErbB4), or by inhibiting ErbB4 activation with
PD158780, or by deleting the ErbB4 gene. The team further employed Cre-loxPmediated cell-specific knockout to identify the specific cellular mechanism
underlying the anti-epileptogenic effect of Neuregulin 1 signaling. Selective
depletion of ErbB4 in parvalbumin-expressing interneurons abolished Neuregulin
1-mediated inhibition of epileptogenesis and promoted kindling progression,
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Magnetoferritin
nanoparticle for targeting
and visualizing tumor
tissues
A research team led by
Prof. YAN Xiyun at the Institute
of Biophysics biomimetically
synthesized a new magnetoferritin
nanoparticle and used it for tumor
diagnosis in collaboration with
Prof. PAN Yongxin’s group from the
Institute of Geology and Geophysics.
The new nanoparticle has an iron
core encapsulated in a ferritin
protein shell. The protein shell binds
A small molecule (yellow bulbs), Neuregulin 1 acts as an

specifically to tumors, while the

endogenous negative-feedback signal that mitigates the excessive

inorganic core exhibits peroxidase

neuronal network activity of limbic epilepsy

activity that visualizes the tumors

resulting in increased kindling-induced brain
hyperexcitability, spontaneous seizures and exuberant
mossy fiber sprouting – a chronic pathological feature
of limbic epilepsy. In contrast, depleting ErbB4 in
CaMKIIα-expressing pyramidal neurons was ineffective
for epileptogenesis. Thus, these findings identify
Neuregulin 1 as a previously unrecognized suppressor
in the pathogenic process of limbic epilepsy and
suggest that activity-dependent NRG1 activation
of ErbB4 receptors in parvalbumin-expressing
interneurons serves as a critical endogenous
negative-feedback mechanism for suppressing limbic
epileptogenesis. This research was published in Nature
Neuroscience 15, 258-266 (2012).
Article link: http://www.nature.com/neuro/
journal/v15/n2/full/nn.3005.html
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in the presence of chromogen
substrates. They examined 474
clinical specimens from patients with
nine types of cancer and verified that
these nanoparticles can distinguish
cancerous cells from normal cells
with a sensitivity of 98% and
specificity of 95%. Compared with
traditional immunohistochemistry,
this method is more rapid and
simpler since it achieves tumor
targeting and visualization in one
step, avoiding multistep incubations.
This greatly shortens diagnostic time
and reduces the cost, and thus has
significant implications for cancer
diagnosis.

Iron oxide nanoparticles encapsulated
inside a ferritin protein shell can be used
to target and visualize tumor tissues
without the use of any targeting ligands
or contrast agents

The paper was published in Nature Nanotechnology 7,
459 (2012).

Photoswitchable and photoconvertible
fluorescent proteins for super-resolution
microscopy
In an effort to generate stable, monomeric,

GW8, a gene controlling
grain size, shape and
quality
A team led by Prof. FU
Xiangdong from the CAS Institute
of Genetics and Developmental
Biology reported a quantitative

photoswitchable fluorescent proteins, Profs. XU Tao and XU

trait locus qGW8, which encodes a

Pingyong, together with their colleagues, first solved the

transcription factor OsSPL 16 and

crystal structure of mEos2 to determine the molecular basis

regulates both grain yield and

for its oligomerization. They then rationally designed two

quality in rice. Higher expression

variants, mEos3.1 and mEos3.2, which are truly monomeric

of this gene promotes cell division

and brighter. The latter is best overall among green-to-red

and grain filling, with positive

photoswitchable fluorescent proteins in terms of brightness,

consequence for grain width and

stability, monomericity, and label density, making it a viable

yield in rice. Conversely, a loss-of-

probe for super-resolution imaging studies. This work was

function mutation in Basmati rice

published in Nature Methods 9, 727-729 (2012). Along with

is associated with the formation

work published in the Proceedings of the National Academy

of a more slender grain and better

of Sciences in 2012 regarding the photoactivable fluorescent

quality of appearance. They also

mGeos proteins, it is considered to be the pioneering work in

identified a new allelic variation

the field of super-resolution imaging in China.

of GW8 that is associated with a
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The findings indicate that,
whereas global changes in
climate were the primary drivers
of population fluctuation for
millions of years, human activity
likely underlies population
divergence and serious decline
over the last 3,000 years. This
work was published in Nature
Genetics 45, 67-71 (2013).

GW8 encodes a transcription factor OsSPL16, which is a positive
regulator of cell proliferation and grain yield

~14% increase in the grain yield of Basmati rice. These findings
advance the understanding of the coordinated regulation

Tumor-resident
mesenchymal stromal
cells promote tumor
growth
Researchers led by Dr.

of grain quality and yield and may facilitate the process of

SHI Yufang from the Institute

simultaneously improving grain quality and productivity in

of Health Sciences, Shanghai

rice. This research was published in Nature Genetics 14, 950-

Institutes for Biological Sciences,

955 (2012).

and Jiaotong University, in
collaboration with scientists

Demographic history and local adaptation of
wild giant pandas
A research team led by Prof. WEI Fuwen at the Institute
of Zoology and Prof. WANG Jun at the Beijing Genomics
Institute-Shenzhen made a breakthrough by revealing the
demographic history and local adaptation of wild giant
pandas. Using the whole genomes of 34 pandas and the
previously deep-sequenced panda genome, this work
reconstructed a continuous demographic history of pandas
from their origin to the present, identifying three distinct
panda populations that show genetic adaptation to their
environment. The researchers identified two evolutionary
divergences, two population expansions, and two bottlenecks.
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from the Child Health Institute
of New Jersey and Rutgers
University, USA, have isolated
tumor-resident mesenchymal
stromal cells (L-MSCs) from
spontaneously developed
lymphomas and characterized
their tumor-promoting activity
in comparison with normal
tissue mesenchymal stromal
cells (BM-MSCs). They found
that L-MSCs, but not BM-MSCs,
strongly promote tumor growth
by secreting CCR2 ligands that

recruit macrophages and monocytes. This effect
of L-MSCs is enabled by TNFα.
This study provides important insight into
the role of MSCs in guiding the formation of the
tumor microenvironment and the importance of
inflammation in endorsing this effect. Strategies
that target MSC-monocyte/macrophage
crosstalk should provide novel strategies for
cancer therapy.
This study was published in Cell Stem Cell
11, 812-824 (2012).
Mechanism of tumor-resident MSCs promoting tumor
growth

Maximum height of bamboo controlled by root pressure
The maximum height of bamboo is controlled by root pressure, according to research
by Prof. CAO Kunfang and colleagues from the Xishuangbanna Tropical Botanical Garden
in south China’s Yunnan Province. Doing research at the Xishuangbanna site and at the Anji
Bamboo Expo Garden in east China’s Zhejiang Province, CAO and his team investigated the
root pressure of bamboo and found that the terminal branches and leaves are vulnerable
to embolisms induced by transpiration water loss, resulting in depression of stomatal
conductance and photosynthesis at midday and in the afternoon. However, their roots
generate strong nocturnal positive water pressure, which pushes up the water from the
roots to the canopy. This refills the embolized vessels and causes them to resume their
hydraulic function. Consequently, the photosynthesis of canopy leaves also resumes. By
examining 67 groves of 59 bamboo species, the researchers found that the maximum
height of bamboo groves is strongly and positively correlated with the magnitude of
their root pressure. This applies both to tropical clumpy bamboo and subtropical runner
bamboo. These results show that root pressure is the main mechanism for vessel-embolism
refilling and thus controls the maximum height of bamboo. This is a newly discovered novel
mechanism for controlling plant growth. The research was published in Ecology Letters 15,
666-672 (2012).
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Photosynthetic production of biofuels and biochemicals from carbon
dioxide in genetically engineered cyanobacteria
Prof. LU Xuefeng’s group from the Qingdao Institute of Bioenergy and Bioprocess
Technology reported the design and construction of cyanobacteria mutants with the
capability to produce ethanol or hydrocarbon biofuels from CO2. A Synechocystis sp. PCC6803
mutant strain with the highest ethanol yield ever reported was constructed through
screening alcohol dehydrogenases and integrating multiple copies of key genes into the
ethanol biosynthesis pathway. By modification of the hydrocarbon-producing pathway, the
group obtained several mutant strains of cyanobacteria that have a maximum hydrocarbon
yield nine times larger than the wild type. Researchers led by Prof. LI Yin from the Institute
of Microbiology achieved the biosynthesis of acetone, butanol and optically pure D-lactate
by designing and creating a modularized synthetic pathway in cyanobacteria. Results were
published in Metabolic Engineering 13, 169-176 (2011); Metabolic Engineering 14, 394-400
(2012); and Energy & Environmental Science 5, 9857-9864 (2012).

Escherichia coli cell factories for production of bulk chemicals
Dr. ZHANG Xueli’s research group at the Tianjin Institute of Industrial Biotechnology has used
synthetic biology to engineer Escherichia coli strains for the production of bulk chemicals. Through
design, construction and optimization of synthetic pathways followed by optimization of cellular
characteristics, efficient cell factories capable of producing L-alanine, succinate, D-lactate and
isobutanol have been developed. Pilot-scale production of succinate was realized in 200-L fermenters
with a titer of 100 g/L and a yield of 0.9 g/g. 121 g/L D-lactate was produced with a yield of 0.95
g/g and chiral purity higher than 99.5%. 20 g/L isobutanol was produced aerobically with a yield
of 0.25 g/g. Commercial production
of L-alanine was realized in 100-m3
fermenters (115 g/L, 0.95 g/g). This
technology has been licensed to
Anhui Huaheng Bioengineering Co.,
Ltd. The production process generates
no carbon dioxide, and costs are 40%
lower than similar processes.
Construction of microbial cell factories for
production of bulk chemicals from renewable
biomass
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Compound microbial additive for Qinghai silage
production developed
Integrating microbial resources, fermentation technology, and
research on lactic acid bacteria and microbial enzymes, scientists from the
Institute of Microbiology worked with local scientists in western China’s
Qinghai Province to improve the production of silage in the alpine region.
Through their work they have developed a microbial additive – Microgreen One – to solve the problem of forage shortage and lack of nutrients
for animals in the winter and spring feeding seasons. The additive grows
fast, produces a lot of acid, and effectively controls bacterial contamination
in a low-temperature environment. It has better performance than similar
American and Japanese products, and production costs are much lower
than imported products. The additive improves the quality of forage used
to make silage, thus increasing the utilization of forage by around 30%.
Only about 0.1 kg of Micro-green One is needed to produce 80 tons of
silage – enough to feed 70 yak or 300 Tibetan sheep for 120 days.

Amino acid-producing bacterial strains developed
The Institute of Plant Physiology and Ecology, Shanghai Institutes
for Biological Sciences, has developed 56 enzymes and mutations from
different bacterial strains that can be used in the production of nonnatural amino acids; of these 56, nine can be efficiently immobilized.
With respect to the catalytic process, six common methods have been
established for the biotransformation of non-natural amino acids, such
as the hydantoin enzyme, transaminase and dehydrogenase methods.
Thirteen non-natural chiral amino acids were prepared in the laboratory.
In addition, six products, including L-tertiary leucine and D-serine, have
been produced on a large scale by partner companies.
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Resources and the Environment
Chinese loess confirms delayed build-up of Arctic ice sheets during
400,000-year minima in insolation variability
The melting or growth of Arctic ice sheets during the Quaternary led to major changes in
sea level and alternations of glacial and interglacial periods. Dr. HAO Qingzhen, from the Institute
of Geology and Geophysics, and his colleagues from both China and the UK investigated the
changes in Arctic ice sheets around the inception of each glacial period over the past 900,000
years, based on the linkage of Chinese loess grain size and Arctic ice sheets. They found that
for up to 20,000 years after the interglacials at 400,000-year intervals, the growth of Arctic ice
sheets lagged significantly behind that of Antarctic ice sheets, indicating the extension of warm
interglacial conditions in the Northern Hemisphere. These observations imply that the future
climate in the Northern Hemisphere will
remain in an interglacial mode for more
than 40,000 years, even in the absence
of anthropogenic greenhouse gases. The
paper was published in Nature 490, 393
(2012).

Comparison of summer insolation in the future
and around 400,000 years ago, along with
paleoclimate records (blue curves) around
400,000 years ago

Magnetic reconnection in the near Venusian magnetotail: A mechanism
for the Venusian atmosphere to escape
The interactions between the interplanetary magnetic field and the ionosphere of Venus
can generate an induced magnetosphere. During this process, atmospheric escape is directly
related to magnetic reconnection, which may exist in the Venusian magnetotail. Prof. ZHANG
Tielong from the University of Science and Technology of China and his colleagues for the first
time reported observations of magnetic reconnection in the Venusian induced magnetosphere
using measurements from the European Space Agency’s Venus Express. This significant work will
fundamentally change people’s understanding of the escape of the Venusian atmosphere, which
will improve further study of the evolution of the Venusian atmosphere and climate. This work was
published in Science 336, 567-570 (2012).
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Earliest known coelacanth skull sheds light on evolutionary
conservatism
Among sarcopterygians (lobe-finned fishes and tetrapods), coelacanths are well known for
their evolutionary conservatism. Epitomized by the legendary living fossil Latimeria, anatomically
modern coelacanths can be traced back to fossil forms from the late Middle Devonian. However,
the group’s early history is unclear because of an incomplete fossil record. Prof. ZHU Min’s team
from the Institute of Vertebrate Paleontology and Paleoanthropology reported the earliest known
coelacanth skull (Euporosteus yunnanensis) from the Early Devonian (about 409 million years ago)
in Yunnan, China. The discovery extends the chronological range of the anatomically modern
coelacanths by some 17 million years, provides a more refined reference point for studying
the rapid early diversification and subsequent evolutionary conservatism of the coelacanths,
and adds to the growing body of evidence pointing to the South China block as the center for
sarcopterygian diversification. The study was published in Nature Communications 3, 772 (2012).

(far left) Euporosteus yunnanensis fossils; (left) fossil images; (right) reconstruction of Euporosteus yunnanensis

Discovery and investigation of a 300-million-year-old “vegetational
Pompeii”
A research team led by Dr. WANG Jun from the Nanjing Institute of Geology and
Palaeontology found a 300-million-year-old peat-forming forest in the Wuda Coalfield, Inner
Mongolia. The forest was preserved by the ash fall of an ancient volcanic eruption, similar to the
preservation of Roman Pompeii. Therefore, it may be regarded as a “vegetational Pompeii” of
geohistorical life. Borrowing a technique from archaeology, the research team has realized the most
extensive actual reconstruction of ancient vegetation so far. Meanwhile, the research is significant
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for our understanding of
the modern vegetational
response to climate change,
because the “vegetational
Pompeii” experienced a
transition from an icehouse
climate to a greenhouse
climate. The paper was
published in Proceedings
of the National Academy
of Sciences 109, 4927-4932
A reconstruction of Early Permian peat-forming vegetation in Wuda, Inner

(2012).

Mongolia

Super-elastic collision between large-scale magnetized plasmoids in
the heliosphere
Coronal mass ejections (CMEs) are violent eruptions on the surface of the Sun and are
thought to be the main cause of hazardous space weather events. They are also large-scale
magnetized plasmoids. Using remote interplanetary observations from the two STEREO
spacecraft, WANG Yuming’s group at the University of Science and Technology of China first
reported the super-elastic collision of two CMEs. During the collision they studied, total kinetic
energy increased by about 7%. This research can help us understand the kinematic properties of
large-scale magnetized plasmoids. In addition, based on the results obtained in this research, we
can develop space weather forecasting models with more accuracy. This work was published as a
cover story in Nature Physics 8, 923-928 (2012).

Interplay between the Westerlies and Asian monsoon recorded in Lake
Qinghai sediments over the last 32,000 years
Two atmospheric circulation systems, the mid-latitude Westerlies and the Asian summer
monsoon (ASM), play key roles in Northern Hemisphere climatic changes. A research group led
by Prof. AN Zhisheng of the Institute of Earth Environment conducted systematic studies on the
longest and highest resolution drill core ever taken from Lake Qinghai, which is situated on the
northeastern Tibetan Plateau. The unique archive records the variability of both the Westerlies and
the ASM during the last 32,000 years, reflecting the interplay of these two systems. The findings
show the antiphase relationship between the Westerlies and the ASM for both glacial-interglacial
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and glacial millennial timescales. The
alternating influence of the Westerlies and
the ASM on glacial-interglacial timescales
likely has been a major pattern of climate
change in these regions for most of the
Quaternary. The study was reported in
Scientific Reports 2, 619 (2012).
http://www.nature.com/
srep/2012/120831/srep00619/full/
srep00619.html

Comparison of records from Lake Qinghai with oxygen isotope records from Greenland ice core (top), Chinese
speleothem (bottom), and 65° N insolation (bottom), over the last 32,000 years

Sequencing of Pacific oyster completed
An international research team, led by Prof. ZHANG Guofan from the Institute of Oceanology
along with colleagues from the Beijing Genomics Institute and several laboratories abroad,
has made great progress in the study of the stress adaptation mechanism of the oyster and
complexity of its shell formation. Using short reads and a fosmid-pooling strategy, along with
development and stress response transcriptomes and the proteome of the shell, the team
completed the sequencing, assembly and analysis of the Pacific oyster (Crassostrea gigas). The
oyster genome is highly polymorphic and rich in repetitive sequences, with some transposable
elements still actively shaping variation. Transcriptome studies reveal an extensive set of genes
responding to environmental stress. The expansion of genes coding for heat shock protein 70
and inhibitors of apoptosis is probably central to the oyster’s adaptation to sessile life in the highly
stressful intertidal zone. Analyses also
show that shell formation in molluscs is
more complex than currently understood
and involves extensive participation of cells
and their exosomes. The oyster genome
sequence fills a void in our understanding
of the Lophotrochozoa. The paper was
published in Nature 490, 49-54 (2012).
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High Technology
Jiaolong manned submersible sets new depth record
In June 2012, the Jiaolong manned submersible successfully completed a sea trial in the
Mariana Trench in the Pacific Ocean with a maximum dive depth of 7,062 meters, a new record
for a manned Chinese submersible. Two of the vessel’s three major technological breakthroughs,
namely, its high-speed digital acoustic communications and near-bottom automatic cruise and
positioning, were developed by the CAS Institute of Acoustics and the Shenyang Institute of
Automation. The success of Jiaolong proves China has made a major leap in the development of
deep-sea technology and is now able to conduct scientific research and resource exploration in
over 99.8% of the Earth’s seabed.

Jiaolong begins Mariana Trench sea trial

Manned docking highlights space achievements
The rendezvous and docking of the manned Shenzhou 9 spacecraft with the Tiangong 1
orbiter was successfully completed on June 18, 2012. Illumination, optical imaging, laser guidance,
and other crucial systems were developed by the Changchun Institute of Optics, Fine Mechanics
and Physics; the Xi’an Institute of Optics and Precision Mechanics; the Shanghai Institute of
Technical Physics; and the Institute of Optics and Electronics, among others. The Technology
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and Engineering Center for Space Utilization also made a great contribution to
the successful mission by producing over 200 space environment forecasts. The
center also achieved results in the fields of land resources, oceanography and
forestry, facilitated by information from Tiangong 1.
Last year, researchers also completed the analysis of samples from a SinoGerman life sciences project undertaken as part of the Shenzhou 8 mission. The
project produced some important scientific results and helped China acquire
valuable experience regarding cooperation on space science projects.

Lunar Exploration Program makes new advance
The Chang’E 2 (CE-2) mission ground application system, payload
subsystem, and VLBI tracking subsystem, which were managed by the
Chinese Academy of Sciences, completed all missions specified by the
program. On Dec. 13, 2012, CE-2 successfully accomplished the observation
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of asteroid Toutatis, which was China’s first

information compression sensors, functional

flyby exploration of an asteroid 7 million

sensors, and cognitive computing terminals

km from Earth. In addition, the 7-meter

as well as designed the sea-cloud network

resolution global lunar image map based on

gateway. They also developed verification

CE-2’s original global image data was officially systems for voice search and human-machine
speech interface (HMSI) as well as a brainpublished on Feb. 6, 2012. This image map
is the highest resolution global lunar map

like computing system integrating visual

in the world, with spatial resolution, image

perception and semantic reasoning, among

quality, mosaic accuracy, data consistency

other things.

and completeness reaching an international
leading level. The CE-2 mission received
a National Science and Technology
Advancement Special Award in 2012.

Researchers make progress
in sensor-based information
technology (IT)
The Institute of Information Engineering

New media network technology
developed
The Institute of Acoustics, as a
developer of new media network
technology, completed the design of a
smart television operating system last year
and created a prototype. Based on smart
terminal technologies, researchers also

together with other entities have set forth

developed a digital mobile movie projector

important computing concepts, including

and put it into production. Over 10,000 units

“sea-network-cloud,”“human-cyber-physical,”

have been sold and its share of the market

and “sensing China,” as part of their effort to

is more than 35 percent. Several companies

solve important challenges in the areas of

have adopted the set-top box solution for

functionality, scale, energy consumption and

national live broadcast satellites.

security, among others, that face the next

A high performance embedded

generation of computing technology. Last year,

multicore platform has been developed and

researchers developed the engineering process

some key technologies have been proposed,

for bulk fabrication of silicon chips for algebraic

including a three-layer scheduling approach

processors as well as developed prototypes for

and a hybrid multipipeline processing

new-type sensors, future networks, and sea-

method. Researchers have developed

cloud computing systems. They also set up an

a set of operation, management and

experimental sea-cloud innovation environment control equipment. They have also set up a
with 12 backbone nodes, 2,000 processor cores national testbed, which is composed of two
and a petabyte (PB) of storage capacity. In

management and control centers in Beijing

addition, they developed prototypes for physical and Shanghai, as well as 21 service nodes in
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with the broadest monitoring coverage,
most diversified monitoring methods, and
largest number of monitoring parameters.
Based on data obtained by the project,
important research progress has been
made regarding space environment
changes, space weather disturbances
A film projection project for the countryside in Hubei Province

different places in China. Trial regions for the
interactive television system have been set
up in Shanghai, Dongguan City, and Hainan
Province, covering around 100,000 users.

along the Meridian Circle, and coupling
among different layers of space.

HJ-1-C satellite successfully
launched
The HJ-1-C satellite was successfully
launched into orbit on Nov. 19, 2012. The

Meridian Project becomes fully
operational
Construction of the Meridian Space
Weather Monitoring Project, led by the National
Space Science Center, has been completed
and received government approval in October
2012 to become fully operational. The project
comprises 95 monitoring instruments forming
four monitoring chains. They are able to perform
geoelectric, middle and upper atmospheric,
ionospheric and interplanetary monitoring
in the area along 120° East longitude and 30°
North latitude in China. The goal of the project
is to accomplish regional all-sky monitoring of
the causes and effects of space weather. The
project is able to acquire more than 30 space
weather indexes, including parameters for solar
wind, the ionosphere, the middle and upper
atmosphere, and geoelectricity. It is so far the

Institute of Electronics developed and
constructed its synthetic aperture radar (SAR)
system. The Institute of Remote Sensing and
Digital Earth is responsible for satellite data
reception. HJ-1-C is the third satellite in China’s
Small Satellite Constellation for Environment
and Disaster Monitoring and Forecasting
program. It is the first civil radar satellite and
S-band SAR satellite in China, and will fill a
gap in all-weather, day/night, space-based
remote sensing for environmental and disaster
monitoring in our country. It will also play an
important role in promoting the development
of our country’s spaceborne SAR technology.

Multichannel scanning radiometer
for Fengyun 2-07 improved
Fengyun 2-07 (FY-2-07) is the first satellite
of batch-03 of the FY-2 series to be launched.

nation’s most comprehensive big science facility, Its core payload is the multichannel scanning
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The HJ-1-C satellite was successfully launched from the Taiyuan Satellite Launch Center on Nov. 19, 2012

radiometer (MCSR). In order to satisfy users’ higher requirements for batch-03 satellites,
several technical innovations have been made to the MCSR: 1) For the first time, the MCSR
has achieved spectral envelope confinement in all channels with in-band energy > 97%. 2) A
blind-like hood has been designed for the secondary mirror to reduce scattered light from the
optical bench. 3) Special tests were conducted on
moving parts to assure that intensive observations
could be performed six months per year over the
four-year service life of the equipment. 4) Flexible
regional scanning modes have been designed
that are able to realize regional scans for any time
and any size. The MCSR went into the research
phase in 2009 and was successfully launched on
Jan. 13, 2012. It was handed over to users on Aug.
20, 2012.

UAV-based remote sensing payload
prelaunch calibration and validation
system
A research team led by Prof. LI Chuanrong
from the Academy of Opto-Electronics has
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developed a high performance UAV-based
remote sensing payload prelaunch calibration
and validation system. This system, with a load
weight of no less than 150 kg, a service ceiling of
7 km, and an endurance of no less than 10 hours,

Breakthrough in
production technology
for rare earth-based
polyisoprene rubber (NdIR)
Using a licensed set of

realized for the first time in China the calibration and

technology developed by a scientist

validation capabilities of multitype remote sensing

from the Changchun Institute of

payloads mounted on identical UAV, including

Applied Chemistry, Shandong

high-resolution optical sensors, PolSAR and In-

Shenchi Petrochemical Co., Ltd. has

SAR, which can acquire data simultaneously during

built a 30-kt/year rare earth-catalyzed

flight. The system also includes two multifunctional

isoprene production facility, setting a

validation sites where four scientific test flights were

record for the shortest construction

carried out. This work lays the foundation for UAV-

period among industrial synthetic

based operational remote sensing applications.

rubber facilities of the same size. In

System performance has reached the international

Sept. 2012, its very first production

advanced level.

trial also succeeded. The facility
runs smoothly with stable quality
and optimal processing conditions.
Catalytic activity is as high as 6 t/kg of
rare earth metal, ranking among the
best in the world. Its cis-1,4 content of
97% also equals the best in the world.
The current facility and production
process are among those with the
lowest energy, monomer and solvent
consumption of any NdIR production
facility in the world. This achievement
shows that China can play a leading
role in developing new varieties of
synthetic rubber and new techniques
for its production.
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Development of high quality extra-thick
steel slab
Extra-thick steel slabs with a thickness greater than

Progress on LiMnPO4
batteries
The Ningbo Institute
of Materials Technology

200 mm are widely used to make key equipment used in

and Engineering (NIMTE)

shipping, offshore platforms, pressure vessels, pipelines

has developed new battery

and high quality molds. A 60-ton slab with a thickness of

technology using lithium

900 mm was successfully developed by the Institute of

manganese phosphate (LiMnPO4)

Metal Research, based on a series of key technologies such

as the cathode material and has

as purification, low segregation, near net shaping and self-

produced these batteries on a

feeding. The as-cast special slab had no defects larger than

large scale. It produced 18,650

5 mm in diameter, according to ultrasonic tests that met

cylindrical 3.9 V LiMnPO4 batteries

China’s GB/T 2970 ultrasonic testing standard for thick steel

with a capacity of 1100 mAh

plates as well as the internationally recognized ASTM-A578

using this method. The battery’s

standard for ultrasonic examination of rolled steel plates

energy density represents an

for special applications. The technology and quality of the

increase of 20% over lithium iron

extra-thick plate achieved an international advanced level.

phosphate batteries. As a result,
this technology enables energy
storage systems to weigh less
and require fewer cells, which in
turn can lower cost. This type of
battery has a long rechargeable
life, high electrical discharge rate,
good performance at both high
and low temperatures, and good

02

01

safety performance.
The institute also
investigated the electrical
conductivity of a graphene
additive in a water binder and
oil binder as part of the lithium
ion battery production process.
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01 Physical map of as-cast

The feedback from battery

special slab

manufacturers shows that

02 Special slab after shakeout

graphene additive can raise

the overall performance of power batteries, suggesting important applications in
the future.

700-MW evaporative cooling hydro-generators put into
operation at Three Gorges power station
Two 700-MW evaporative cooling hydro-generators were put into operation in
Dec. 2011 and July 2012, respectively, at the Three Gorges underground power station.
They are the largest single unit hydro-generators in service in the world today. The CAS
Institute of Electrical Engineering (IEE), Dongfang Electrical Machinery Co. Ltd., the Three
Gorges Group, and the Gezhouba Group Corporation undertook the project.

The No. 27 700-MW evaporative cooling hydro-

The No. 28 700-MW evaporative cooling hydro-

generators in the Three Gorges Underground

generator in the Three Gorges Underground

Power Station

Power Station

Asia’s first 1-MW experimental solar power tower plant
completed
The Beijing Badaling experimental solar thermal power plant constructed by the
CAS Institute of Electrical Engineering (IEE) went into full operation in Aug. 2012 and
successfully produced electrical power. Parameters for the superheated steam from the
solar field reached 320-370 °C and 1.5-1.8 MPa. The steam succeeded in driving the turbine
to produce electricity for 140 minutes. This is the first 1-MW solar power tower plant in
China and also in Asia. The tower power plant comprises a heliostat field of 10,000 m2, a
central tower 64 meters high, a 7-MW water/steam receiver, two heat storage systems for
the heat transfer of oil/saturated steam, a turbine generator, a power plant distributed
control system, and power plant auxiliary equipment, etc. The completion of the tower
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power plant shows that China has
mastered the main equipment
and system integration technology
for solar thermal power plants
and our concentrated solar power
technology is among the best in the
world.

Panorama of the 1-MW Beijing Badaling
solar thermal power plant

Electric vehicle R&D and industrialization
Shanghai Zhongke Shenjiang Electric Vehicle Co., Ltd., the industrialization platform for CAS’s
Shenzhen Institute of Advanced Technology, has made new progress in electric vehicle R&D and
industrialization.
In cooperation with the Lifan Group, researchers have developed the LF620DEV electric
car, which is equipped with a domestically developed 30/60-kw electric drive system and can
go from 0 to 50 km/h in five seconds. Moreover, the power system is contained in a chassis that
can be replaced in 2.5 minutes. The LF620CEV has been selected for the Chengdu Official Vehicle
Procurement Catalogue and has been included in the Central Party School’s New Energy Vehicle
Experience Center.
Together with Shangrao Bus, researchers under CAS have also developed an extended range
electric bus 7 meters long and a plug-in hybrid bus 11 meters long. Both are included in a national
directory highlighting energy-saving and new energy vehicles. The plug-in hybrid bus has a novel
power system design and uses about 45% less fuel than comparable vehicles.
In cooperation with
Haima Auto, CAS-affiliated
researchers have also
developed the sample Little
Prince electric car, which
has already entered the
debugging and optimization
stage.
Electric high-pressure sprinkler truck
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2012 National Science and Technology Awards
Prof. ZHENG Zhemin wins nation’s top science and technology award in
2012
Prof. ZHENG Zhemin is one of the founders of the science of explosion mechanics in China.
He was born in 1924 in Jinan, capital of Shandong Province, and graduated from Tsinghua
University in 1947. He received his master’s
and doctoral degrees from the California
Institute of Technology in the U.S. in 1949 and
1952, respectively. Returning from the U.S. in
1955, he helped establish the CAS Institute
of Mechanics under the guidance of his
mentor TSIEN Hsue-shen. He was elected to
membership in CAS and the Chinese Academy
of Engineering in 1980 and 1994, respectively,
and became a foreign associate of the U.S.
National Academy of Engineering in 1993.
ZHENG was formerly an executive
member of the International Union of
Theoretical and Applied Mechanics and has
played a leading role in the development of
the science of mechanics in China.

Prof. ZHENG Zhemin
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National Natural Science Awards
Eighteen CAS projects receive National Natural Science Awards
Project Title

CAS Institute

Degeneration of moduli
spaces and stability of
bundles
Theoretical study of the
novel spin properties of
low-dimensional strongly
correlated
electronic systems
Quantum computation based
on nuclear spin
An excess of cosmic ray
electrons at energies of 300800 Gev
“Side-arm strategy”
and its application to
stereoselectivity control and
the catalytic organic reaction
Research on the safety of
nanomaterials
Highly efficient separation
and characterization of
complex biological samples
Physiochemical
characterization and
formation processes of
Chinese loess, soil dust and
other aerosols, and their
linkages with climate and
environment changes
Accretionary orogenesis
of Central Asia and its
environmental effect

Research on climate change
in China during the past
2000 years

Molecular genetic
mechanisms for complex
quantitative traits in rice
Mechanism of origin and
genetic evolution of newly
evolved genes
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Main Contributors

Prize

Academy of Mathematics
and Systems Science

SUN Xiaotao

Second
Prize

Institute of Physics

WANG Yupeng, CAO Junpeng,
ZHANG Ping, CHEN Shu, CAI
Jianhui

Second
Prize

University of Science and
Technology of China

DU Jiangfeng

Second
Prize

Purple Mountain
Observatory

CHANG Jin

Second
Prize

Shanghai Institute of
Organic Chemistry

TANG Yong, SUN Xiuli, YE
Song, ZHOU Jian, KANG
Yanbiao

Second
Prize

Institute of High Energy
Physics, National Center
for Nanoscience and
Technology

ZHAO Yuliang, CHEN
Chunying, WANG Haiying,
FENG Weiyue, CHAI Zhifang

Second
Price

Dalian Institute of
Chemical Physics

ZOU Hanfa, ZHANG Lihua, YE
Mingliang, WU Ren'an, ZHANG
Yukui

Second
Prize

Institute of Earth
Environment

AN Zhisheng, ZHANG Xiaoye,
CAO Junji, LEE Shun-Cheng,
LIU Xiaodong

Second
Prize

Institute of Geology and
Geophysics

XIAO Wenjiao, SUN Jimin,
GAO Jun

Second
Prize

Institute of Geographical
Sciences and Natural
Resources Research;
Cold and Arid Regions
Environmental and
Engineering Research
Institute

GE Quansheng, WANG
Shaowu, SHAO Xuemei,
ZHENG Jingyun, YANG Bao

Second
Prize

Shanghai Institutes for
Biological Sciences

LIN Hongxuan, GAO Jiping,
REN Zhonghai, SONG Xianjun,
JIAN Jin

Second
Prize

Kunming Institute of
Zoology

WANG Wen, YANG Shuang,
ZHOU Qi, CAI Jing, LI Xin

Second
Prize

Project Title
Discovery of novel
characteristics of
nanomaterials and their
applications
Acoustic communication and
hearing in the concave-eared
frog
Methods for analyzing active
ingredients of complex TCM
systems and applications of
these methods
Fundamental theory and
applications of several kinds
of new nonlinear circuits and
systems
Characteristic structuredirected construction of
inorganic functional materials
Discovery of novel
magnetocaloric materials
and study of related scientific
problems of electronic
systems

CAS Institute

Main Contributors

Prize

Institute of Biophysics;
Changchun Institute of
Applied Chemistry

YAN Xiyun,
LIANG Wei, WANG Erkang,
GU Ning, YANG Dongling

Second
Prize

Institute of Biophysics

SHEN Junxian, XU Zhimin, YU
Zulin

Second
Prize

Shanghai Institute of
Materia Medica

WU Wanying, GUAN Shuhong,
LIU Xuan

Second
Prize

Academy of Mathematics
and Systems Science

LU Jinhu, CHEN Guanrong,
YU Simin

Second
Prize

University of Science and
Technology of China

XIE Yi, WU Changzheng,
XIONG Yujie

Second
Prize

Institute of Physics

SHEN Baogen, HU Fengxia,
SUN Jirong, ZHANG Xixiang,
WU Guangheng

Second
Prize

Six CAS projects receive National Technology Invention Awards
Project Title
Novel preparation
techniques for infusion and
intervention using biomedical
consumables and their largescale applications
Electrochemical water
treatment technology using
multielectrode induction
Multidimensional
hyperspectral remote
sensing imaging tecnology
Poor quality and distorted
fingerprint encryption
technology and applications
3D MEMS fabrication
technology and design
method based on selectivity
in processes
Verification, testing, and
recovery techniques for
spaceborne processor
systems and their
applications

CAS Institute
Changchun Institute of
Applied Chemistry

Research Center for EcoEnvironmental Sciences
Shanghai Institute of
Technical Physics
Institute of Automation

Main Contributors

Prize

YIN Jinghua, LUAN Shifang, LI
Zhongzhi, XIA Xinrui, WANG
Jianwei, ZHANG E

Second
Prize

QU Jiuhui, LIU Huijuan, ZHAO
Xu, HU Chengzhi, WANG
Wanshou, XIAO Dong
YU Wangjian, RONG Shu, HUA
Huyi, YI Xueyong, NIAN Liuyin,
PING Hezhi
TIAN Jie, YANG Xin, LIANG
Jimin, PANG Liaojun, CAO Kai,
YANG Chunlin

Second
Prize
Second
Prize
Second
Prize

Shanghai Institute
of Microsystem and
Information Technology

WANG Yuelin, BAO Minhang,
LI Xinxin, LI Tie, XIONG Bin,
LUO Le

Second
Prize

Institute of Computing
Technology

LI Xiaowei, LI Huawei, HAN
Yinhe, HUA Gengxin, YAN
Xiaolang, LIU Bo

Second
Prize
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Five CAS projects receive National Science and Technology Progress
Awards
Project Title

CAS Institute

Main Contributors

Prize

Institute of Geographical Sciences
and Natural Resources Research;
Shenyang Institute of Applied
Ecology; Nanjing Institute of Soil
Science; Institute of Botany;
Institute of Hydrobiology; Cold
and Arid Regions Environmental
and Engineering Research
Institute; Institute of Soil and
Water Conservation; Northeast
Institute of Geography and
Agricultural Ecology; South China
Botanical Garden; Chengdu
Institute of Mountain Hazards and
Environment

SUN Honglie, CHEN Yiyu,
SHEN Shanmin, ZHAO
Shidong, ZHAO Jianping,
HAN Xingguo, ZHANG
Jiabao, YU Guirui, LIU
Guobin, QIN Boqiang,
ZHAO Xinquan, MA Keping,
OUYANG Zhu, YANG
Linzhang, LI Yan

First
Prize

Control of defects and
microstructure of large
alloy steel ingots, heavy
castings and forgings

Institute of Metal Research

LI Dianzhong, LI Yiyi, WANG
Baozhong, LIU Zhiying,
PENG Fan, KE Wei, LU
Shanping, XIA Lijun, KANG
Xiuhong, SUN Mingyue

Second
Prize

Heavy Ion Research
Facility in LanzhouCooler Storage Ring
project (HIRFL-CSR)

Institute of Modern Physics

Founding of the
Chinese Ecosystem
Research Network
and its observational
studies and testing and
demonstration

Key technologies and
applications of largescale network monitoring
and service system

Institute of Computing Technology

Research Center for EcoEnvironmental Sciences

Functional zoning of
China’s ecosystems

Second
Prize
CHENG Xueqi, WANG
Lihong, YU Zhihua, CHA
Li, XU Hongbo, ZHANG
Jin, LIAO Huaming, WANG
Yuanzhuo, GUO Jiafeng,
HAO Xiaowei
OUYANG Zhiyun, FU
Bojie, GAO Jixi, WANG
Xiaoke, ZHENG Hua, ZHAO
Tongqian, XIAO Rongbo,
ZHAO Jingzhu, XIAO Yi, XU
Weihua

Second
Prize

Second
Prize

CAS nominees win top awards
Four scientists nominated by CAS were

Accelerator Research Organization, Japan; and

awarded the 2012 International Science and

Prof. Richard N. Zare, Stanford University, USA.

Technology Cooperation Award of the People’s

Prof. Zare was jointly nominated for the award by

Republic of China. They are: Prof. Flemming

the National Natural Science Foundation of China

Besenbacher of Aarhus University, Denmark; Prof. and CAS. Professors Besenbacher, Thompson and
Lonnie G. Thompson of The Ohio State University, Kurokawa were also honored with the Friendship
USA; Prof. Shin-ichi Kurokawa of the High Energy Award of the People’s Republic of China last year.
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Big Science Facilities
Meridian Project
The construction of the Meridian Space

Land Observation Satellite Data
Processing System

Weather Monitoring Project (Meridian Project)

The Land Observation Satellite Data

was completed successfully in 2012. In October,

Processing System was basically completed in

the National Development and Reform

2012 and the satellite-to-satellite and satellite-

Commission convened a national acceptance

to-earth linkage tests for the HJ-1C and CBER

meeting in Beijing. After careful study and

S-03 satellites were performed. Equipment

discussion by the acceptance committee, the

was installed for the data transmission and

Meridian Project passed state acceptance,

videoconference systems.

marking the completion of four years of
engineering construction. It is the first CAS big

Joint debugging and testing of the
network management system and the data

science facility accepted during the 12 Five-

receiving and transmission systems were

year Plan.

carried out at the Miyun and Kashgar stations.

th

The Meridian Project’s large radar
antenna in E’man Township, Hainan
Province
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Construction and auxiliary work on the Sanya
Station was completed in 2012. Construction
on the Miyun Station was nearly completed
last year.

Five-hundred-meter Aperture
Spherical Telescope (FAST)
In Dec. 2012, site excavation, which had
lasted for nearly two years, passed acceptance.

Integrated marine research vessel
On June 15, 2012, China’s most
advanced integrated research vessel, Science,
undertook its first sea trial, during which

In addition, construction of FAST’s feed tower
footings, ground anchors and ring beam kicked
off on schedule last year. Design of the process
system was also further optimized.
To ensure the electromagnetic

various systems and marine equipment were

environment necessary for the normal

tested. The vessel was completed in late

operation of FAST, a memorandum

2011 at a total cost of about RMB 550 million.

guaranteeing an electromagnetic wave

On June 28, the China Classification Society

silent zone for the 500-meter spherical radio

issued the ship’s technical survey certificate.

telescope was concluded between CAS and the

On Sept. 19, Science sailed into the East China Guizhou provincial government in Dec. 2012.
Sea and Yellow Sea for its second sea trial,
during which it tested 12 pieces of shipborne
detection and experimentation equipment.
Science successfully arrived in Qingdao, its
port of registry, on Sept. 23. On Sept. 29, the
ship handover ceremony was held at the
Qingdao Olympic Sailing Base.

Steady High Magnetic Field Facility
Construction of the Steady High Magnetic
Field Facility made good progress in 2012.
The WM4 water-cooled magnet and SM4
superconducting magnet were completed. In
addition, all technical equipment systems were

sanya station
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put into operation. Furthermore,
development of the HM1 hybrid
magnet, the WM1, WM2 and WM3
water-cooled magnets, and the SM1
superconducting magnet stayed on
schedule.
Magnets and systems already
put into trial operation ran well and
provided experimental conditions for
nearly 200 research projects conducted
by more than 30 organizations over
the last two years. Users achieved a
stream of important research results
and produced two papers published in
Nature and three papers published in
supplements to Nature.

Airborne Remote Sensing
System
Development of eight
domestically designed pieces of
remote sensing equipment for
information acquisition systems

National Protein Science Facility
(Shanghai)
Work on building the National Protein Science Facility
(Shanghai) entered its second year in 2012. Construction
of the main structure was completed. Design and
construction of the building’s major facilities were also
completed and the building’s power supply design was
modified. In addition, installation of piping and equipment,
as well as interior and exterior decoration were finished
last year.
Numerous pieces of equipment for the frontend zone of the high-flux, dual canted beamline were
fabricated, accepted, assembled and debugged last year.
In addition, a domestically developed driver passed a
performance test and was manufactured in small lots.

Auxiliary heating system for EAST
The auxiliary heating system for the Experimental
Advanced Superconducting Tokamak (EAST) consists
mainly of a lower hybrid wave (LHW) system and a neutral
beam injection system. In 2012, the microwave source
for the LHW system was developed and debugged. The

moved forward smoothly in 2012.
The ground-based system for
integrated data processing and
management entered the stage of
full development and integration,
with a series of reviews and
integrated debugging. In March, the
CAS Center for Earth Observation
and Digital Earth, which is in charge
of the project, moved into the aerial
remote sensing complex, which was
ready for normal use.

Neutral beam injection heating system of EAST
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klystron arrived at the site and passed high

Guangdong Province and construction

power testing. Cooling water equipment was

proceeded smoothly. Completed pile

also installed and debugged. In addition, the

foundations met design and quality

monitoring system was installed and the high

requirements. Processing and manufacturing

voltage power supply system was completed.

of engineering prototypes for various pieces of

Furthermore, microwave transmission line

equipment were finished and the equipment

and antenna components were developed,

subsequently went into batch production.

fabricated and tested, and most of the

In 2012, 37 domestic and two international

circulators arrived at the site and passed high

invitations to tender were issued. The value of

power testing.

the winning bids amounted to nearly RMB 300

In 2012, work on the neutral beam

million.

injection heating system focused on assembly,
debugging and performance optimization of
two ion sources. Three experimental trials were
performed to verify the performance of each
component and the whole prototype. Good
experimental results were achieved.

Soft X-ray Free Electron Laser Test
Facility
CAS and the Ministry of Education

Key Laboratories and
Engineering Centers
National laboratories
The Ministry of Science and Technology
has established four national laboratories
within CAS: the Shenyang National Laboratory
for Materials Science (Institute of Metal
Research); the Hefei National Laboratory for

reviewed the feasibility report for the Soft

Physical Sciences at the Microscale (under

X-ray Free Electron Laser Test Facility last year.

construction) (University of Science and

After a thorough review, the assessment panel

Technology of China); the Beijing National

approved the report, saying the project had

Laboratory for Condensed Matter Physics

clear, challenging goals and the project design

(under construction) (Institute of Physics); and

was feasible. In August, the feasibility report was

the Beijing National Laboratory for Molecular

submitted to the National Development and

Sciences (under construction) (Beijing

Reform Commission.

University and CAS Institute of Chemistry).

Spallation Neutron Source

National key laboratories

The Spallation Neutron Source project

Last year, 85 national key laboratories

made good progress in 2012. In May, a

were under construction in organizations

groundbreaking ceremony was held at the

attached to CAS. These include national key

site in Dalang Township, Dongguan City,

laboratories built jointly with universities
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subordinate to the Ministry of Education,
but exclude national key laboratories under
construction within national laboratories.

Field Stations
In 2012, CAS formed an alliance with

CAS key laboratories
The Key Laboratory of Computational
Optics Imaging Technology under the Academy
of Opto-electronics was established in 2012.
As of the end of 2012, CAS had 173 key
laboratories.

National engineering laboratories
CAS is home to 10 national engineering

numerous governmental agencies to cooperate
on ecological observation and research.
Alliance members include the State Forestry
Administration, CAS, the Tibet Autonomous
Region, the Chinese Academy of Agricultural
Sciences, the China Meteorological Bureau,
China Agricultural University, and Wuhan
University. The alliance made a preliminary
plan to set up five field stations to conduct
environmental monitoring of alpine, forest,

laboratories constructed by the National

desert-grassland, wetland, and farmland

Development and Reform Commission, with

ecosystems, respectively. Alliance members

two new laboratories completed in 2012.

plan to standardize observations, share data,

In May, the Shanghai Institute of Materia
Medica completed construction of the

and conduct joint research.
Last year, CAS also published An

National Engineering Laboratory for TCM

Investigation Report on the Development of

Standardization Technology. The laboratory

CAS Field Stations. According to the report, 45

has numerous research goals, including

CAS institutes have established a total of 212

developing mechanisms for standard TCM

field stations in such research areas as ecology,

product production, identifying Chinese herbal

the environment, agriculture, marine science,

fingerprints, and setting standards for Chinese

geophysics, astronomy, space, and metallic

medicine.

corrosion. These field stations include 47

In June, the Dalian Institute of Chemical

national-level field stations, 40 CAS-level field

Physics completed construction of the National

stations, and 99 institute-level field stations.

Engineering Laboratory for Methanol to

The built-up area of CAS field stations is over

Olefins. The laboratory set up and accepted

21,000 hectares. Altogether, the field stations

testing platforms for catalyst preparation and

have nearly 500 pieces of equipment or large

amplification; amplification testing within

instruments, valued at about RMB 2 billion.

catalytic reaction technology research; catalytic

More than 3,300 researchers, technicians, and

reaction process simulation; and analytical

management personnel work at the stations.

testing of catalysts.

CAS’s national-level field stations account for
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almost half of all national-level field stations in China. They are the backbone
of national scientific field observation and have played an important role in
numerous scientific disciplines.

Botanical Gardens, Specimen Museums
and Germplasm Banks
In the field of botany, CAS made considerable progress in scientific research,
species conservation, cultivation of new plant breeds, and dissemination of
knowledge in 2012. For example, more than 7,100 additions were made to
China’s germplasm banks last year, with a seeding survival rate up to 88.3%. In
2012, researchers also published 513 SCI papers and 22 monographs and began
work on compiling Ex-situ Cultivated Flora of China. The results of research on
the effect of root pressure on bamboo height were published in Ecology Letters.
In addition, 66 patents were granted and 49 new plant varieties were approved
or listed. Various science popularization and educational activities were carried
out at CAS’s botanical gardens, attracting more than 6.61 million visitors. In the
process of investigating biodiversity, CAS units carried out the exchange of
botanical resources with 69 countries and regions across East Africa, Southeast
Asia and South America. CAS also kicked off its program to support construction
of the botanical garden at Kenya’s Jomo Kenyatta University of Agriculture and
Technology.
In 2012, CAS specimen museums and related units organized more than 20
investigation activities, collecting more than 600,000 specimens. These CAS units
now have close to 17 million specimens as well as digital information on more
than 7.5 million specimens. They published 12 monographs and more than 300
papers last year, as well as recorded 186 new biological organisms in 2012. Using
their specimen resources, they provided support for more than 180 research
projects. They also sponsored 21 major meetings. In addition, they lent out
120,000 specimens and donated (or exchanged) 15,000 specimens. Furthermore,
they organized more than a hundred science popularization activities that
attracted more than 800,000 persons from all walks of life.
As of the end of 2012, the Southwest China Germplasm Bank of Wild Species
had collected 165,390 samples of germplasm from 14,006 different species. These
include 57,618 seeds of 8,141 wild plant species, representing 26% of the nation’s
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wild plant species. The bank had already
stored 55,601 seeds, or 96% of all the seeds it
had collected. It had also examined for vitality
14,641 stored seeds, representing 25.4% of
all collected seeds. The success rate for seed
germination tests in 2012 was 67 percent, with
the bank’s preservation quality (seed vitality)
exceeding that of international peers. (The
success rate of the Millennium Seed Bank of
Kew Botanical Gardens is usually about 60%.)
The bank’s seed collection network basically
covers the whole country. In 2012, 4,274
A mosaic of various seeds

seeds were gathered in cooperation with 43
partners. In addition, 58 research papers were

published, including 34 papers recorded by SCI, and 17 papers listed among the top 15% in the
same field.

Informatization Initiative
According to CAS’s “informatization” (IT application) assessment for 2012, all CAS affiliates
have made remarkable progress in using IT in their work. Of the 98 research institutes covered
by the assessment (not including support facilities and educational organizations), 32 research
institutes were ranked in the top category, 51 institutes in the second category, and 15 in the
third category.
In 2012, CAS finalized a plan for creating S&T, management, and education clouds. As part of
implementing this plan, it began six IT projects, thus fulfilling its plans for 2012 and deepening the
use of IT within the academy. In particular, the S&T cloud will provide support for technological
innovation and help integrate IT resources with S&T activities in all disciplines.

Infrastructure Construction
In 2012, CAS organs prepared and submitted feasibility reports for 14 comprehensive
projects and 58 subprojects under the 12th Five-year Plan (2011-2015). Of these, 22 subprojects
successfully passed experts’ field evaluation.
Comprehensive development plans for seven institutes were also approved last year,
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New technology base of the Shanghai Advanced Research Institute

including plans for the Sanya Deep-sea Science and Engineering Institute (under
construction), and the Southwest Institute for Life Sciences and Technology.
CAS obtained RMB 405 million in funding from the central government for
improvement projects from its 2013 budget. Funding covered 77 projects and
represented an increase of 41% over the previous year.
Last year, CAS prepared four annual plans for capital construction
investment. The plans involve 134 construction projects and 72 construction
companies. Total investment is projected to be RMB 1.939 billion. This figure
includes RMB 140 million to be invested by CAS; RMB 1.427 billion budgeted for
big-science facilities, etc.; RMB 52 million for the introduction of talent; and RMB
320 million to be funded by individual projects.
CAS undertook 35 special maintenance and repair projects in 2012, covering
a total area of 144,100 square meters and representing an investment of RMB
287 million. These projects comprised 15 infrastructure projects and 20 building
repair projects. Among them, 14 projects were completed during the year; 20
projects were still in progress at the end of 2012; and one project had not yet
commenced. In 2012, 15 construction projects were newly completed, covering
a total floor area of 568,900 square meters. This figure includes 462,800 square
meters of newly built structures and 106,100 square meters of renovated area, for
a total investment of RMB 1.94 billion.
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Human
Resources
Identifying, nurturing and managing talent is at the

08

Program, as well as 111 excellent

heart of CAS’s drive to build a strong, comprehensive,

young scientists from overseas

world-class academy. In 2012, CAS continued to follow

through the Thousand Young Talents

this fundamental “people-oriented” philosophy as it

Program, and 12 foreign scientists

implemented its Innovation 2020 Talent Development

through the Thousand Foreign Experts

Strategy and made numerous practical changes to its

Program. CAS provided support

work processes and systems.

for top experts and innovation
teams affiliated with the Thousand

Staff Composition

Talents Program and established
corresponding research units for

CAS has a total of 64,700 regular employees,

them. Throughout the academy, 176

excluding postdoctoral scholars, visiting scholars and

persons were newly selected for the

guest personnel. Professional technical staff account

Hundred Talents Program, including

for 83.1% of its workforce, including 7,800 persons with

106 persons selected through the

senior job titles, or 14.9% of this group. Persons with

Program for Attracting Overseas

doctoral degrees and master’s degrees account for

Distinguished Talent, and 52 domestic

34.4% and 23.7%, respectively, of all regular employees.

experts selected through the Hundred

The average age of all employees is 38.6 years and those

Talents Program. In addition, 25

under 35 comprise 48.9% of all employees.

recipients of funding from the National
Distinguished Youth Science Fund

Attracting Top Talent
In 2012, CAS continued to focus on training and

received special financial support from
the Hundred Talents Program.
The National Special Program

recruiting high-level personnel. The academy recruited

for Supporting High-level Talent (also

48 high-level experts from overseas through long-

known as the Ten Thousand Talents

and short-term projects under the Thousand Talents

Program) was initiated in 2012. As part
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of this program, three persons from CAS

from China’s western regions to receive further

were named to the Distinguished Talent

education at CAS. All in all, the academy hosted 32

Group, representing half of the total;

visiting scholars under this program last year.

17 were named to the Technological

CAS continued to strengthen its efforts to

Innovation Leading Talent Group, and

encourage overseas scholars to visit and work at

38 were named to the Top Young Talent

CAS through our Program for International Partners

Program.

of Innovation Teams. In 2012, CAS funded 20 newly

Cultivating young scientific talent

formed teams under this program. In addition, the

is at the heart of CAS’s mission. In

academy invited 46 foreign experts to visit CAS

2012, CAS strengthened support for

institutes during the second annual CAS Week for

the development of young scholars

Overseas Scholars in June.

by establishing the Association for

The academy also continued to recognize

the Promotion of Youth Innovation.

outstanding achievement. Last year, CAS honored

The organization, which has close

10 individuals with CAS’s Young Scientist Award;

to a thousand members, is aimed at

20 individuals with the Award for Outstanding

nurturing a strong group of scientists

Contribution by a Scholar from China’s Western

and technical experts under 35 years

Region; and 50 individuals with the LU Jiaxi Young

old. The association hopes to expand

Talent Award. The academy also named 10 individuals

the vision of its members, promote

Technological Experts for their outstanding skill and

cooperation and increase opportunities

contributions.

for scholarly work.

CAS continued to improve postdoctoral

CAS is also committed to

management in 2012 by adding 34 mobile stations

encouraging cross-disciplinary

for postdoctoral scientific research. Last year, a total

cooperation. As part of this effort, the

of 3,933 postdoctoral scholars conducted research at

academy established the Scientific and

189 such stations at 107 CAS affiliates.

Technological Innovation Cooperation
Team program to support 80
outstanding teams engaged in crossdisciplinary work spanning different CAS
entities.

Education and Training
CAS has continued to implement numerous
educational innovation projects that combine

The academy is also interested in

science and education, funding 36 more projects in

fostering cross-regional cooperation.

2012 than in the previous year. Among these, CAS

In 2012, CAS increased funding for the

promoted the establishment of the USTC Advanced

Western Light program, which provides

Technology Institute in cooperation with the

support for young technical personnel

Anhui provincial government, the Hefei municipal
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2012 USTC graduates

government and the University of Science and Technology of China. CAS also
initiated a program with the Ministry of Education by which 31 universities signed
strategic cooperation agreements with CAS institutes.
Currently, 119 CAS institutions are authorized to provide doctoral and
master’s training to students in a wide range of disciplines. Altogether, CAS has
22,000 doctoral students and 28,000 master’s students, under the direction of 6,000
doctoral advisors and 5,000 master’s advisors, respectively.
CAS institutions enrolled 17,446 new graduate students in 2012, of which
6,643 were doctoral candidates. Doctoral degrees were awarded to 5,524 students
and master’s degrees to 5,929 students in 2012.
Last year, 73 students went abroad under the Sino-European Joint Training
Program for Doctoral Students. In addition, 99 doctoral dissertations and 97
graduate advisors received CAS awards for excellence. Moreover, 50 individuals
received the CAS Special Presidential Award, which honors innovative scholarship.
CAS emphasized continuing education and training for employees in 2012.
During the year, CAS held 167 management-related training courses, with total
enrollment of 12,000. The academy also held 831 professional technical training
classes, with total enrollment of 287,000. CAS also established a national-level
continuing education base for professional technical personnel. The new facility is
housed in CAS’s Beijing branch.
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International
Cooperation

Visits
In 2012, CAS personnel made more than 17,000 outbound international person-visits and
received more than 14,000 international person-visits. In addition, CAS personnel held more than
325 bilateral or multilateral international academic meetings.

Key International Exchange Activities
CAS raised its international visibility through a number of important international meetings,
S&T exchange activities, and bilateral summit forums.
In September, CAS organized the 23rd General Assembly of Members of The World
Academy of Sciences (TWAS) in Tianjin.The then Chinese President HU Jintao addressed the
opening ceremony. During the meeting, CAS President BAI Chunli was elected president of
TWAS, becoming the first Chinese scientist to be elected to that position since the organization

CAS President. BAI Chunli
elected President of TWAS
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was founded in 1983. His election created a

to deepen cooperation with developing

solid foundation for further S&T cooperation

countries.

between China and developing countries.
CAS helped organize 15 high-level

Last year, CAS-TWAS Fellowships provided
financial aid for 50 students from developing

international symposiums, including bilateral

countries to work at CAS institutes. The

symposiums on international strategic

Talent Introduction Program for Central Asian

development between China and the United

Countries Near Xinjiang also subsidized two

States; Australia; Germany; Japan; Brazil; and

scientists. In addition, CAS funded eight S&T

Israel, respectively. CAS also participated in the

training courses for developing countries.

international Women and Innovation Forum and
the IAP Young Scientists Forum.
In 2012, CAS organized 31 high-level

CAS provided seed money to support
cooperation with developed countries in
cutting-edge fields. It also encouraged CAS

outbound group visits and hosted 74 high-

institutes and developing countries to carry

level inbound group visits. CAS also signed

out substantive cooperative research. During

or renewed 20 agreements with counterpart

the year, 30 key cooperative projects were

organizations.

financed.

Cooperation With
Developing Countries

Cultivating and
Recognizing Talent

Seizing the opportunity of the successful

CAS signed a memorandum of

TWAS meeting in Tianjin, CAS initiated several

cooperation with the Max Planck Society

special cooperation programs with developing

regarding the Junma Program, thus creating

countries. For example, CAS set forth a plan

a mechanism for attracting talented young

to train talented personnel for developing

German scientists to CAS in combination with

countries. It also established CAS overseas

China’s Overseas Thousand Talents Program.

institutions for research and education and set

CAS also formed links with other programs,

up the TWAS China Center. All in all, CAS opened including the Thousand Foreign Experts
a new chapter in its history of international

Program, which brings foreign talent to China.

cooperation.

Altogether, 12 foreign experts recommended

In 2012, CAS and China’s Ministry of
Commerce established the Sino-African

by CAS were included in the latter program.
In 2012, CAS honored three foreign

Research Center and its associated botanical

scientists with the CAS Award for International

garden in Kenya. It also sponsored a symposium

Scientific Cooperation. It also honored 12

on promoting innovation as part of its effort

young foreign and Chinese scientists with the
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CAS Vice President ZHANG Yaping is signing a renewed partnership protocol with VP
of the Russian Academy of Sciences

CAS International Award for Young Scientists. Furthermore, CAS newly
selected 20 eminent scientists for its Einstein Professorship Program.
It also named 150 scholars to its Visiting Professorship for Senior
International Scientists program and named 65 fellows to its Young
International Scientists program. Among the latter group, 25 young
scientists won funding from the Foreign Young Scholars Research Fund
of the National Natural Science Foundation of China.
Through the Sino-European Program for Joint Cultivation of
Doctoral Students, 80 CAS students were sent to scientific research
institutions in Germany, France and other countries for training. CAS also
implemented 50 special research grant programs in Russia, Ukraine and
Belarus.
CAS sponsored the formation of China national committees
for four international science and technology organizations. It
also organized high-level training classes for officers and staff of
international organizations, and dispatched individuals to work in
certain international groups.
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CAS is committed to working with localities four technology transfer platforms during
and industry to nurture strategic emerging

the year. In addition, the first three institutes

industries; promote sustainability; encourage the in this group were officially accepted as CAS
transformation of traditional industry; develop
modern agriculture; and help localities cultivate
their own innovative capacity.
Five institutes jointly established by CAS
and local entities made important progress

institutes in 2012.
Last year, these five institutes also
attracted 83 overseas experts; initiated
425 research projects, with a total budget
of RMB 780 million; and transferred and

toward these goals in 2012. The Suzhou Institute commercialized technologies with RMB 1.41
of Biomedical Engineering Technology, the
Shanghai Advanced Research Institute, the

billion in sales.
In 2012, technology transfer generated

Tianjin Institute of Industrial Biotechnology, the

RMB 302.7 billion in new sales revenue and

Haixi Research Institute, and the Chongqing

RMB 47.8 billion in enterprise profits and

Research Institute built a total of 14 new

tax revenues. Altogether CAS affiliates had

laboratories, eight engineering centers, and

2,308 contracts registered on the technology

National Alliance of Academies of
Sciences founded
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Acceptance meeting for the Shanghai Advanced Research Institute

market, with a total contract value of RMB 3.89 billion.
Last year, 42 entities directly under CAS newly registered as technology
transfer organizations. Altogether they handled 910 technology transfer projects
with RMB 88 billion in sales. In addition, 511 spin-off companies were incubated.
In order to promote cooperation between CAS and local organs, the
National Alliance of Academies of Science was founded on Dec. 8, 2012. Fortythree CAS institutes, 75 local research institutions and 45 enterprises joined the
alliance. In 2012, the alliance set up branch academies in six professional fields:
geographic resources; software; optics and precision machinery; materials and
chemical engineering; biodiversity; and applied microbiology. It also launched
57 CAS-level projects, eight national projects and 19 local projects, with a total
budget of over RMB 24 million. In addition, in cooperation with other entities, the
alliance jointly built 33 platforms for technological innovation, and six document
and information centers for the National Science Library.
CAS’s cooperation with localities also extended to academic cooperation.
In 2012, CAS President BAI Chunli led a delegation to Hong Kong to enhance
cooperation between CAS and Hong Kong’s main universities.
BAI also attended the opening ceremony of the Chinese Mainland and
Taiwan Forum on Life Sciences, which was held in Beijing. During the forum, he
met with the delegation from Taiwan headed by Chi-Huey Wong, president of
Taiwan’s Academia Sinica, to discuss scientific cooperation between the Mainland
and Taiwan. To further cooperate with Taiwan, CAS also funded five young
scientists to work in CAS institutes under the Program for Young Visiting Scholars
from Taiwan.
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In 2012, the estimated sales revenue of 444 enterprises in which
CAS and its institutes held a stake during the year was RMB 303.1 billion,
an increase of 11.6% over 2011. Total profits were RMB 10 billion, 3.8%
less than in 2011. The companies had total assets of RMB 271.9 billion,
an increase of 14.8% over the previous year.
CAS’s interest in state-owned companies was RMB 20.2 billion, an
increase of 6.9% over 2011. Among these companies, revenues of the 31
shareholding companies comprising the Chinese Academy of Sciences
Holdings Co., Ltd. (CAS Holdings) were RMB 278.4 billion, 11.6% more
than the previous year. Total profits were RMB 7.9 billion, a decrease
of 4.9% from 2011. The companies had assets of RMB 224.1 billion, an
increase of 17.2% over the previous year. CAS Holdings’ equity interest
was RMB 13.8 billion, 11.2% higher than in 2011. Among enterprises in
which CAS had an investment in 2012, 20 were listed companies, a drop
of two over the previous year.
In 2012, CAS Lenovo College conducted 12 training courses and
two entrepreneurship lectures, serving more than 3,600 trainees. Its
Jiangsu branch set up a new teaching base in Zhenjiang, organizing
cooperative training with Tianjin Municipality and Anhui Province.
Angel investment by members of the Lenovo Star class totaled RMB 190
million in 2012, with investment in 29 projects.
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Science
Popularization

CAS held numerous educational activities in 2012 to bring
science closer to the Chinese public.
To celebrate the 10th anniversary of CAS’s Science and China
lecture series, CAS members and experts delivered more than 140
lectures to more than 25,000 persons in several cities, including
Wuhan, Guangzhou and Hangzhou.
CAS also held a regular weekly Science Forum at the China
Science and Technology Museum. As part of the forum, CAS
members and experts gave over 50 lectures on science.
CAS sponsored its Eighth Public Science Day in May at nearly
a hundred CAS research institutes across the country. A total of 15
CAS members, 1,500 scientists and experts, and more than 2,000
volunteers participated in the event, which attracted 260,000
attendees.
The academy also launched an exhibition on S&T innovation

Tenth anniversary commemoration
ceremony for Science and China
lecture series
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Teenagers participate in CAS Public Science Day

that traveled to Beijing, Lanzhou, Chengdu, Wuhan, Guangdong,
Shanghai and Hefei, attracting a total of 100,000 visitors.
In 2012, CAS also launched training for public servants. CAS’s
program on scientific thinking and decision making became part
of the curriculum of the Hubei and Guangdong provincial Party
schools, with over 600 individuals receiving training.
CAS sponsored several new exhibitions, including the first
Famous Garden and Flower Exhibition, the first Exhibition of
Finest Works of CAS museums, and the first Animal Specimen
Contest and Animal Specimen Exhibition of China.
The academy also published more than 30 books on
popular science, with sales close to 700,000 copies. Three of the
books won state-level awards. In addition, CAS produced more
than 60 videos, with total airtime exceeding 300 hours, and
presented more than 50 displays related to science at nationallevel venues and events.
CAS took advantage of various newspapers and websites,
including China Science Daily, Science China, Chinese Science
Bulletin and Science Museum of China, to popularize science.
In addition, the academy itself published periodicals in more
than 26 categories, for a total of more than 16 million copies in
2012. CAS also had 24 websites focused on conveying scientific
knowledge during the year.
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CAS
Organizations

Name

Mailing Address

Postcode

55 Sanlihe Road, Xicheng District, Beijing
Building 1, Zijin Digital Garden, 18
Zhongguancun South Fourth Street,
Haidian District, Beijing
24 Sanhao Street, Heping District,
Shenyang, Liaoning

100864

010 68597227

english.cas.cn

100190

010 62661266

www.bjb.cas.cn

110004

024 23983356

english.syb.cas.cn

Changchun Branch

7520 Renmin Street, Changchun, Jilin

130022

0431 85380224 www.ccb.cas.cn

Shanghai Branch

319 Yueyang Road, Shanghai

200031

021 64315135

english.shb.cas.cn

Nanjing Branch

39 Beijing East Road, Nanjing, Jiangsu
Xiaohongshan, Wuchang District,
Wuhan , Hubei
100 Xianlie Middle Road, Guangzhou,
Guangdong
9 Renmin South Road Section 4,
Chengdu, Sichuan
19 Qingsong Road, Ciba, Kunming,
Yunnan

210008

025 83376846

english.njb.cas.cn

430071

027 87197170

english.whb.cas.cn

510070

020 87685256

www.gzb.cas.cn

610041

028 85223696

english.cdb.cas.cn

650024

0871 35223106 www.kmb.cas.cn

Xi’an Branch

125 Xianning Middle Road, Xi’an, Shaanxi

710043

029 82160910

Lanzhou Branch

2 Tianshui Middle Road, Lanzhou, Gansu

730000

0931 2198877

www.xab.cas.cn/
english
english.lzb.cas.cn

Xinjiang Branch
Academy of
Mathematics and
Systems Science

371 First Kexue Street, Urumqi, Xinjiang

830011

0991 3835430

english.xjb.cas.cn

55 Zhongguancun East Road,
Haidian District, Beijing

100190

010 62553063

english.amss.cas.
cn

Institute of Physics

8 Zhongguancun South Third Street,
Haidian District, Beijing

100190

010 82649361

english.iop.cas.cn

Institute of Theoretical
Physics

55 Zhongguancun East Road,
Haidian District, Beijing

100190

010 62554447

english.itp.cas.cn

100049

010 88233093

english.ihep.cas.cn

Headquarters
Beijing Branch
(Under construction)
Shenyang Branch

Wuhan Branch
Guangzhou Branch
Chengdu Branch
Kunming Branch

Institute of High Energy 19B Yuquan Road, Shijingshan District,
Physics
Beijing

Phone

Website

Institute of Mechanics

15 Beisihuan West Road, Haidian District,
Beijing

100190

010 62560914

english.imech.cas.
cn

Institute of Acoustics

21 Beisihuan West Road, Haidian District,
Beijing

100190

010 62644116

english.ioa.cas.cn

Technical Institute of
Physics and Chemistry

29 Zhongguancun East Road, Haidian
District, Beijing

100190

010 82543770

english.ipc.cas.cn

Institute of Chemistry

2 Zhongguancun North First Street,
Haidian District, Beijing

100190

010 62554626

english.ic.cas.cn
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Name
National Center for
Nanoscience and
Technology
Research Center for
Eco-Environmental
Sciences

Mailing Address

Postcode

Phone

Website

11 Zhongguancun North First Street,
Haidian District, Beijing

100190

010 68597289

english.nanoctr.
cas.cn

18 Shuangqing Road, Haidian District,
Beijing

100085

010 62923549

english.rcees.cas.
cn

Institute of Process
Engineering

1 Zhongguancun North Second Street,
Haidian District, Beijing

100190

010 62554241

english.ipe.cas.cn

Institute of Geographic
Sciences and Natural
Resources Research

11A Datun Road, Chaoyang District,
Beijing

100101

010 64889276

english.igsnrr.cas.
cn

National Astronomical
Observatories

20A Datun Road, Chaoyang District,
Beijing

100012

010 64888708

english.nao.cas.cn

Institute of Remote
Sensing Applications

9 Dengzhuang South Road, Chaoyang
District, Beijing

100094

010 64879268

english.irsa.cas.cn

Institute of Geology
and Geophysics

19 Beitucheng West Road, Chaoyang
District, Beijing

100029

010 82998001

english.igg.cas.cn

Institute of Tibetan
Plateau Research

Building 3, 16 Lincui Road, Chaoyang
District, Beijing

100101

010 84097100

english.itpcas.cas.
cn

Institute of Vertebrate
Paleontology and
Paleoanthropology

142 Xizhimenwai Street, Xicheng District,
Beijing

100044

010 68351363

english.ivpp.cas.cn

Institute of Atmospheric 40 Huayanli, Qijiahuozi, Deshengmenwai,
Physics
Chaoyang District, Beijing

100029

010 62028606

english.iap.cas.cn

Institute of Botany

20 Nanxincun, Xiangshan, Beijing

100093

010 62836215

english.ib.cas.cn

Institute of Zoology

1 Beichen West Road, Chaoyang District,
Beijing

100101

010 64807098

english.ioz.cas.cn

Institute of Psychology

4 Datun Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing

100101

010 64879520

english.psych.cas.
cn

Institute of Microbiology

1 Beichen West Road, Chaoyang District,
Beijing

100101

010 64807462

english.im.cas.cn

Institute of Biophysics

15 Datun Road, Chaoyang District,
Beijing

100101

010 64889872

english.ibp.cas.cn

1 Beichen West Road, Chaoyang District,
Beijing

100101

010 64889331

english.genetics.
cas.cn

1 Beichen West Road,
Chaoyang District, Beijing

100101

010 84097710

english.big.cas.cn

Institute of Computing
Technology

6 Kexueyuan South Road, Haidian
District, Beijing

100190

010 62601166

english.ict.cas.cn

Institute of Software

4 Zhongguancun South Fourth Street,
Haidian District, Beijing

100190

010 82543770

english.is.cas.cn

Institute of
Semiconductors

A35 Qinghua East Road, Haidian District,
Beijing

100083

010 82304210

english.semi.cas.
cn

Institute of Genetics
and Developmental
Biology
Beijing Institute of
Genomics
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Name

Mailing Address

Postcode

Phone

Website

Institute of
Microelectronics

3 Beitucheng West Road, Chaoyang
District, Beijing

100029

010 82995501

english.ime.cas.cn

Institute of Electronics

19 Beisihuan West Road, Haidian District,
Beijing

100190

010 58887003

english.ie.cas.cn

Institute of Automation

95 Zhongguancun East Road, Haidian
District, Beijing

100190

010 62551575

english.ia.cas.cn

Institute of Electrical
Engineering

6 Zhongguancun North Second Street,
Haidian District, Beijing

100190

010 82547001

english.iee.cas.cn

Institute of Engineering 11 Beisihuan West Road, Haidian District,
Thermophysics
Beijing

100080

010 62554126

english.iet.cas.cn

National Space Science 1 Zhongguancun South Second Street,
Center
Haidian District, Beijing

100190

010 62560947

english.nssc.cas.
cn

Academy of OptoElectronics

9 Dengzhuang South Road, Haidian
District, Beijing

100094

010 82178800

english.aoe.cas.cn

Institute for the History
of Natural Sciences
Center for Earth
Observation and Digital
Earth
Institute of Policy and
Management
Technology and
Engineering Center for
Space Utilization
Institute of Information
Engineering
Beijing Advanced
Science and Innovation
Center
Tianjin Institute
of Industrial
Biotechnology
Institute of Coal
Chemistry

55 Zhongguancun East Road, Haidian
District, Beijing

100090

010 57552515

english.ihns.cas.cn

9 Dengzhuang South Road, Haidian
District, Beijing

100094

010 82178008

english.ceode.cas.
cn

15 Zhongguancun North First Street,
Haidian District, Beijing

100190

010 59358608

english.ipm.cas.cn

9 Dengzhuang South Road, Haidian
District, Beijing

100094

010 82178817

www.csu.cas.cn

89A Minzhuang Road, Haidian District,
Beijing

100093

010 82546889

www.iie.ac.cn

8 Zhongguancun South Third Street,
Haidian District, Beijing

100190

010 82649106
ext. 534

www.basic.cas.cn

022 84861977

english.tib.cas.cn
english.sxicc.cas.
cn

32 West Seventh Road, Tianjin Airport
Economic Area, Tianjin

300308

27 Taoyuan South Road, Taiyuan, Shanxi

030001

0351 4041627

Dalian Institute of
Chemical Physics

457 Zhongshan Road, Dalian, Liaoning

116023

0411 84379163 english.dicp.cas.cn

Institute of Metal
Research

72 Wenhua Road, Shenhe District,
Shenyang, Liaoning

110016

024 83978248

english.imr.cas.cn

Shenyang Institute of
Applied Ecology

72 Wenhua Road, Shenhe District,
Shenyang, Liaoning

110016

024 83970304

english.iae.cas.cn

Shenyang Institute of
Automation

114 Nanta Street, Dongling District,
Shenyang , Liaoning

110016

024 23970012

english.sia.cas.cn

Institute of Oceanology 7 Nanhai Road, Qingdao, Shandong

266071

0532 82898611 english.qdio.cas.cn

Qingdao Institute
189 Songling Road, Laoshan District,
of Bioenergy and
Qingdao, Shandong
Bioprocess Technology

266101

0532 80662776
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english.qibebt.cas.
cn

Name

Mailing Address

Postcode

Phone

Website

Yantai Institute of
Coastal Zone Research
Changchun Institute of
Optics, Fine Mechanics
and Physics
Changchun Institute of
Applied Chemistry
Northeast Institute
of Geography and
Agroecology
Shanghai Institute
of Microsystem and
Information Technology
Shanghai Institute of
Technical Physics
Shanghai Institute
of Optics and Fine
Mechanics
Shanghai Institute of
Ceramics

17 Chunhui Road, Laishan District,
Yantai, Shandong

264003

0535 2109018

english.yic.cas.cn

3888 Dongnanhu Road, Changchun, Jilin

130033

0431 86176812

english.ciomp.cas.
cn

5625 Renmin Street, Changchun, Jilin

130022

0431 85687300 english.ciac.cas.cn

4888 Shengbei Street, Changchun, Jilin

130012

0431 85542298

english.neigae.
cas.cn

865 Changning Road, Shanghai

200050

021 62524192

english.sim.cas.cn

500 Yutian Road, Shanghai

200083

021 65427714

english.sitp.cas.cn

390 Qinghe Road, Jiading District,
Shanghai

201800

021 69918005

english.siom.cas.
cn

1295 Dingxi Road, Shanghai

200050

021 52412990

english.sic.cas.cn

Shanghai Institute of
Organic Chemistry

354 Lingling Road, Xuhui District,
Shanghai

200032

021 54925000

english.sioc.cas.cn

Shanghai Institute of
Applied Physics

2019 Jialuogong Road, Shanghai

201800

021 39194920

english.sinap.cas.
cn

Shanghai Astronomical
80 Nandan Road, Shanghai
Observatory

200030

021 64876656

english.shao.cas.
cn

Shanghai Institutes for
Biological Sciences

320 Yueyang Road, Shanghai

200031

021 54920000

english.sibs.cas.cn

Shanghai Institute of
Materia Medica

555 Zuchongzhi Road, Zhangjiang,
Shanghai

201203

021 50806898

english.simm.cas.
cn

99 Haike Road, Zhangjiang, Shanghai

201203

021 20325000

english.sari.cas.cn

519 Zhuangshi Road, Zhenhai District,
Ningbo, Zhejiang

315201

0574 86685115

english.nimte.cas.
cn

155 Yangqiao West Road, Fuzhou, Fujian

350002

0591 83714517

english.fjirsm.cas.
cn

1799 Jimei Road, Xiamen, Fujian

361021

0592 6190973

english.iue.cas.cn

39 Beijing East Road, Nanjing, Jiangsu

210008

025 83282105

english.nigpas.cas.
cn

71 Beijing East Road, Nanjing, Jiangsu

210008

025 86881114

english.issas.cas.
cn

Shanghai Advanced
Research Institute
Ningbo Institute of
Material Technology
and Engineering
Fujian Institute of
Research on the
Structure of Matter
Institute of Urban
Environment
Nanjing Institute
of Geology and
Paleontology
Nanjing Institute of Soil
Science
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Name
Nanjing Institute
of Geography and
Limnology
Purple Mountain
Observatory
Suzhou Institute of
Nano-tech and Nanobionics
Suzhou Institute of
Biomedical Engineering
and Technology
Hefei Institutes of
Physical Sciences

Mailing Address

Postcode

Phone

Website

71 Beijing East Road, Nanjing, Jiangsu

210008

025 86882010

english.niglas.cas.
cn

2 Beijing West Road, Nanjing, Jiangsu

210008

025 83332000

english.pmo.cas.
cn

398 Ruoshui Road, SEID, SIP, Suzhou,
Jiangsu

215123

0512 62872509

english.sinano.cas.
cn

88 Keling Road, Suzhou, Jiangsu

215163

0512 69588000

english.sibet.cas.
cn

350 Shushanhu Road, Hefei, Jiangsu

230031

0551 65591206 english.hf.cas.cn

Wuhan Institute of Rock
and Soil Mechanics
Wuhan Institute
of Physics and
Mathematics
Wuhan Institute of
Virology

12 Xiaohongshan, Wuchang District,
Wuhan, Hubei

430071

027 87199251

english.whrsm.cas.
cn

30 Xiaohongshan West, Wuchang
District, Wuhan, Hubei

430071

027 87199543

english.wipm.cas.
cn

44 Xiaohongshan Mid-section, Wuchang
District, Wuhan, Hubei

430071

027 87198117

english.whiov.cas.
cn

Institute of Geodesy
and Geophysics

340 Xudong Street, Wuchang District,
Wuhan, Hubei

430077

027 68881355

english.whigg.cas.
cn

Institute of
Hydrobiology

7 Donghu South Road, Wuchang District,
Wuhan, Hubei

430072

027 68780789

english.ihb.cas.cn

Wuhan Botanical
Garden

Moshan, Wuchang District, Wuhan, Hubei

430074

027 87510126

english.wbg.cas.cn

South China Sea
164 Xingang West Road, Guangzhou,
Institute of Oceanology Guangdong

510301

020 84452227

english.scsio.cas.
cn

South China Botanical
Garden

723 Xingke Road, Tianhe District,
Guangzhou, Guangdong

510650

020 37252711

english.scbg.cas.
cn

Guangzhou Institute of
Energy Conversion

2 Nengyuan Road, Wushan, Tianhe
District, Guangzhou, Guangdong

510640

020 87057620

english.giec.cas.cn

Guangzhou Institute of
Geochemistry

511 Kehua Street, Tianhe District,
Guangzhou, Guangdong

510640

020 85290702

english.gig.cas.cn

Guangzhou Institute of A-3-323, 190 Kaiyuan Avenue, Science
Biomedicine and Health Park, Guangzhou, Guangdong

510530

020 32015328

english.gibh.cas.cn

Shenzhen Institutes of
Advanced Technology

1068 Xueyuan Avenue, Shenzhen
University Town, Shenzhen, Guangdong

518055

0755 86392288 english.siat.cas.cn

Institute of Subtropical
Agriculture

Mapoling, Furong District, Changsha,
Hunan

410125

0731 84615204 english.isa.cas.cn

Chengdu Institute of
Biology

9 Renmin South Road Section 4,
Chengdu, Sichuan

610041

028 85229783
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english.cib.cas.cn

Name
Chengdu Institute of
Mountain Hazards and
Environment
Institute of Optics and
Electronics

Mailing Address

Postcode

Phone

Website

9 Renmin South Road Section 4,
Chengdu, Sichuan

610041

028 85222258

english.imde.cas.
cn

P.O. Box 350, Shuangliu, Chengdu,
Sichuan

610041

028 85100341

english.ioe.cas.cn

Building 9, Hanguo Center, 85 Jinyu
Avenue, New North Zone, Chongqing

401122

023 63063603

english.cigit.cas.cn

650223

0871 65130513 english.kiz.cas.cn

650201

0871 65223223 english.kib.cas.cn

Menglun Township, Mengla County,
Xishuangbanna, Yunnan

666303

0691 8715071

english.xtbg.cas.cn

46 Guanshui Road, Guiyang, Guizhou

550002

0851 5891712

english.gyig.cas.cn

710119

029 88887565

english.opt.cas.cn

710600

029 83890344

english.ntsc.cas.cn

10 Fenghui South Road, Xi’an , Shaanxi

710075

029 88320990

english.ieexa.cas.
cn

509 Nanchang Road, Lanzhou, Gansu

730000

0931 4969205

english.imp.cas.cn

18 Tianshui Middle Road, Lanzhou,
Gansu

730000

0931 4968009

english.licp.cas.cn

320 Donggang West Road, Lanzhou,
Gansu

730000

0931 4967518

english.careeri.
cas.cn

18 Xinning Road, Xining, Qinghai

810008

0971 6303490

english.isl.cas.cn

59 Xiguan Road, Xining, Qinghai

810008

0971 6143530

english.nwipb.cas.
cn

Xinjiang Technical
Institute of Physics &
Chemistry

40-1 Beijing South Road, Urumqi,
Xinjiang

830011

0991 3835823

english.xjipc.cas.
cn

Xinjiang Institute
of Ecology and
Geography

818 Beijing South Road, Urumqi, Xinjiang 830011

0991 7885307

english.egi.cas.cn

Chongqing Institute of
Green and Intelligent
Technology
Kunming Institute of
Zoology
Kunming Institute of
Botany
Xishuangbanna
Tropical Botanical
Garden
Institute of
Geochemistry
Xi’an Institute of
Optics and Precision
Mechanics
National Time Service
Center
Institute of Earth
Environment
Institute of Modern
Physics
Lanzhou Institute of
Chemical Physics
Cold & Arid Regions
Environmental and
Engineering Research
Institute
Qinghai Institute of Salt
Lakes
Northwest Institute of
Plateau Biology

32 Jiaochang East Road, Kunming,
Yunnan
132 Lanhei Road, Heilongtan, Kunming,
Yunnan

17 Xinxi Road, New Industrial Park, Xi’an
Hi-Tech Industrial Development Zone,
Xi’an, Shaanxi
3 Shuyuan East Road, Lintong, Xi’an,
Shaanxi
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Schools and Supporting Organizations
Name

Postcode

Phone

100049

010 88256030

english.gu.cas.cn

University of Science
96 Jinzhai Road, Hefei, Anhui
and Technology of China

230026

0551 3602184

en.ustc.edu.cn

Computer Network
Information Center

4 Zhongguancun South Fourth Street,
Haidian District, Beijing

100190

010 58812281

english.cnic.cas.cn

National Science
Library

33 Beisihuan West Road, Haidian
District, Beijing

100190

010 82626687

english.las.cas.cn

Mailing Address

Postcode

Phone

3B Zhongguancun South First Street,
Haidian District, Beijing

100190

010 82614607

University of CAS

Mailing Address
19A Yuquan Road, Shijingshan
District, Beijing

Website

Publishing Organization
Name
China Science Daily

Website
www.csd.cas.cn

CAS Spin-off Companies
Postcode

Phone

Website

Administration Bureau
of CAS

Name

15 Zhongguancun South Third Street,
Haidian District, Beijing

100086

010 62571850

www.caseab.com

CAS Holdings Co., Ltd.

702 Yingu Mansion, 9 Beisihuan
West Road, Haidian District, Beijing

100190

010 62800118

english.holdings.
cas.cn

Legend Holdings Ltd.

10/F, Tower A, Raycom InfoTech
Park, 2 Kexueyuan South Road,
Haidian District, Beijing

100190

010 62509999

www.legendholdings.
com.cn/en/index.aspx

China Sciences Group
(Holding) Co., Ltd.

15/F, South Tower, Daheng Scitech
Plaza, 3 Suzhou Street, Haidian
District, Beijing

100190

010 82569888

www.csh.com.cn

14/F, Yindu Building, 67 Fucheng
Road, Haidian District, Beijing

100142

010 68725599

www.osic.com.cn/
english

16 Donghuangchenggen North
Street, Beijing

100717

010 64002238

www.cspg.cn/en/
index.aspx

CAS Investment
Management Co., Ltd.

Room 1606, Ideal International Plaza,
53 Beisihuan West Road, Haidian
District, Beijing

100190

010 82607629

www.casim.cn./en

KYKY Technology Co.,
Ltd.

13 Zhongguancun North Second
Street, Haidian District, Beijing

100190

010 62560908

www.kyky.com.cn/

Software Engineering
Center

Building 4, 4 Zhongguancun South
Fourth Street, Haidian District, Beijing

100190

010 62629962

www.sec.ac.cn

Institute of Architecture
Design and Research

4 Zhongguancun North First Street,
Haidian District, Beijing

100190

010 62565107

www.adcas.cn

Oriental Scientiﬁc
Instrument Import &
Export Group Corp.
Chinese Science
Publishing Group Co.
Ltd.
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Mailing Address

Postcode

Phone

Website

Beijing Zhongke Ziyuan
Co., Ltd
Shenyang Institute of
Computing Technology
Co., Ltd.
SKY Technology
Development Co., Ltd.

Name

6 Zhongguancun South Third Street,
Haidian District, Beijing

100190

010 82648259

www.zkzy.com.cn/

16 Nanping East Road, Huinan New
District, Shenyang, Liaoning

110171

024 24696179

www.sict.ac.cn

1 Xinyuan Street, Huinan New
District, Shenyang, Liaoning

110168

024 23826855

www.sky.ac.cn

Nanjing Astronomical
Instruments Co., Ltd.

6-10 Huayuan Road, Nanjing,
Jiangsu

210042

025 85418454

www.nairc.com

Guangzhou Chemistry
Co., Ltd.

368 Xingke Road, Tianhe District,
Guangzhou, Guangdong

510650

020 85231230

www.gic.ac.cn

Guangzhou Electronic
Technology Co., Ltd.

Building 23, 100 Xianlie Middle Road,
Guangzhou, Guangdong

510070

020 87685947

www.giet.ac.cn

Chengdu Organic
Chemicals Co., Ltd.

16 Yihuan Road South Section 2,
Chengdu, Sichuan

610041

028 85229793

www.cocc.cn/#

Chengdu Information
Technology Co., Ltd.
Chengdu Zhongke
Wish Instruments Co.,
Ltd.
CAS Science and
Technology Service
Co., Ltd.
CAS Beijing Printing
Co., Ltd.

9 Renmin South Road Section 4,
Chengdu, Sichuan

610041

028 85249933

www.casit.com.cn

7 Keyuan South First Road, Gaoxin
District, Chengdu, Sichuan

610041

028 85121825

www.cdzkws.com

52 Sanlihe Road, Xicheng District,
Beijing

100864

010 68597134

B-1, Songzhuang Industrial
Zone,Tongzhou District, Beijing

101118

010 69597200

www.zkprint.com

Shanhai Bi Ke Clean
Energy Technology
Co., Ltd.

351 Guoshoujing Road, Pudong
District, Shanghai

201203

021 61060100

www.cecc-tech.
com

Shenzhen CAS IP
Investment Ltd.

29 Nanhuan Road, Nanshan District,
Shenzhen, Guangdong

518057

0755
86350111

www.casip.ac.cn
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